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CHAPTER I
TIIE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
I.

TIIE PROBLEM

This survey has been conducted to identify the guiding
principles of the United States Army's General Educational
Development of Military Personnel Program {GED), and to
assess the existing programs offered in the GED Program at
Fort Lewis,. Washington.
The QED Program was specifically established to

pro~

vide such understanding as to increase the performance
potential of the Army by raising the educational level of
its personnelo

The soldier needs an understanding of the

fundamentals of democracy and of our nation's development,
partially to recognize and combat communist propaganda, and
he should be equipped with a knowledge of the language and
culture of the country in which he will be stationedo

This

self improvement program benefits the individual in his offN
duty study of a variety of subjects and benefits the Army
and the nation as wello

2

II..
Purposes

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

of~

study.

Specifically, the purposes of

this study are to (1) determine the criteria guiding the
General Educational Development of Military Personnel Program, and (2) evaluate existing programs according to each
criteria, and (3) make any necessary recommendations regarding continuation or revision of existing programso
Importance of

~

studyo

The United States Army is

a unique group characterized by the problems of many members'
modus vivendi including self improvement and strong goal
orientation to duty assignment and retirement..

As a result,

the Army's civilian type educational programs are diverse
and appear to be flexible and effectiveo

However, examining

them could provide significant data to those participating
in this and other programs as either leaders or studentso
Such data may be instrtunental in encouraging servicemen to
continue their educationo

In addition, the techniques em-

ployed at Fort Lewis, Washington may be useful to directors
of allied programs wherein other mobile client systems are
served o
Limitations

.2£.

the study..

This study was limited to

the GED Program conducted for the 20,000 troops at Fort

3

Lewis, Washington that includes an on-post program and the
on-campus programs at several neighboring high schools and
colleges.

Extension divisions of forty-five participating

American colleges and universities are also included indirectly.

Actually the GED Program is world-wide in order

that the soldier may study in varying degrees, wherever stationedo
III o PROCEDURES USED FOR OBTAINING DATA
In order to accomplish the stated purposes on page

two~

the data pertaining to the GED Program at Fort Lewis, Washington were obtained with the written approval of the Commanding General at Fort Lewiso

Sources of these data were Army

Regulations and directives published by Fort Lewis, Sixth
Uo So Army Presidio of San Francisco, California, and
the Department of the Army at Washington, D. C.; GED records
and reports initiated at Fort Lewis were likewise reviewed
to determine the criteria guiding the program and to review
the programs individuallyo
Interviews were held with the director of GED, with
the staff, and with a random selection of students, and
with a sampling of administrators at nearby cooperating
educational institutionso

Senior military commanders and

general staff officers were interviewed to further evaluate

4

programso

Notes were made at the time of the interview and

data were consolidated thereafter to obtain the reactions
of all those concerned with the programo

Interview sheets

were prepared (copies are reproduced in the appendix)o
terms employed were defined as questions were asked.

The
The

various programs were examined at all educational levels in
Chapter III with a deeper review of the literature toward
evaluating the programs offered against the criteria presented
in Chapter II ..
In Chapter IV the results of the interviews were considered as to the reactions of the students, their teachers
and connnanders, to further evaluate the relationship with
criteria.

Over two hundred and fifty persons were consulted

to aid in arriving at the conclusions.
Reconnnendations for supporting the existing programs,
generally with some changes, were advanced in the final
Chapter V, Sunnnary and Conclusionso
IVo

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

General Educational Development of Military Personnel
(GED) ..

This program is primarily a civilian type of adult

education as conducted at Fort Lewis, Washington.

"The

general objective," as defined by its director, Mr .. James

5

Greenhalgh, "is to increase the performance potential of
the Army by raising the educational level of its personnelo 11
Historically it has been called such names as Army Education
Program, Educational Development Program, Information and
Education Program, and Troop Information and Education Programo
Soldiero

Throughout this study this term means one

engaged in military service and includes not only enlisted
men but commissioned officers and warrant officerso
Accreditation for service experienceso

This is a

process of evaluating a soldier's prior military educational
experiences and his GED testso

Appropriate credit recommen-

dations for such achievements are furnished educational
institutions, industries, and governmental agencies at all
levels.

The Commission on Accreditation of Service Experiences

(referred to as CASE) of the American Council on Education
of Washington, D. C. renders this serviceo
Degree Completion Program Advisemento

This is a

counseling service at Fort Lewis available to applicants
desiring to satisfy degree requirements at accredited colleges
and universities for baccalaureate and higher degreeso
Bootstrapo

Bootstrap is a popularized term referring

6

to the activity of soldiers to "pull themselves up by the
bootstraps 0 by achieving a baccalaureate or higher degree
in the last few months of resident studyo

The formal Army

term is Degree Completion Program, with an authorized leave
of absence.
On-post college level instructiono

This refers to

the program offered by the University of Puget Sound at
Tacoma, Washingtono

The University provides over one hundred

twenty on-post college courses awarding residence credit at
Fort Lewis and at nearby military installations.
Co-operating collegeso

This refers to the forty-five

colleges' and universities' extension divisions offering
approximately 6,400 correspondence courses to servicemen
through a contract let by the Department of Defense to defray
the majority of tuition costs.
Two-year college evaluation .2!! military recordso

Two

years of college are granted the soldier upon documentation
of sixty semester hours of credito

This must include at

least twelve semester hours residence credit granted by an
accredited college or universityo
High school level instructiono

This refers to the

program offered by the Clover Park School District #400 at

7

Tacoma, Washingtono

High school classes are conducted at

Fort Lewis leading to the awarding of credits and high
school completiono

Previously earned credit and credit for

service experiences are allowedo
Carnegie .1!!!.i,to

This is designated by the State De-

partment of Public Instruction at Olympia, Washington as onehundred-twenty contact hours with regular teen-age day time
students in Washington's public schoolso

With adult learners,

however, a Carnegie unit is only one-hundred hours of instruction extended through two ten week quarters at the Clover
Park Adult

H~gh

Schoolo

The differential exists because of

adult students' maturation, motivation, and greater ability
to absorb high school instruction, and the smaller pupilteacher ratio of approximately fifteen studentso
Military occupation specialty (MOS)

D

The abbreviation,

MOS, signifies Military Occupational Specialty, the specific
assignment the soldier currently or previously fulfilled by
virtue of training, duty, or botho
MOS related instructiono

This refers to technical

training essential to given military operationso

For example,

skills are taught in oral and written communication, management and administrative skills, and scientific and mathematical

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
· WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

.Tuly 29, 1965
' Ref: 65-5423
PVILIC APPAIU

Captain Gordon E. Newton

\

Box 546
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1
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/
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Directorate, Security Review
'
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abilities.
Preparatory instructiona

This program provides adult

level basic remedial instruction in English usage, arithmetic,
social science, literature and general science for those who
are not high school graduates and who do not meet minimal
requirements to absorb military training and to perform
assignments effectively.
USAFio

This refers to the United States Armed Forces

Institute of Madison, Wisconsin, with its branches in Japan,
Europe, Hawaii, Alaska, and Panama, and is the world's largest
correspondence service.

Courses are provided from elementary

through the two year college level for servicemen anywhere in
the worlda

Courses offered are those normally contained in the

curriculum at either elementary, secondary or college level.
Vocational and technical courses are also offered.
cost to the service member is five dollars.

The initial

No cost is exacted

thereafter if courses are satisfactorily completeda

USAF!

fulfills other adult education roles of a civilian typeo

These

include testing services, supplier of texts and lesson aids,
and processing of accreditation of service experiences.
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abilitieso
Preparatory instruction.

This program provides adult

level basic remedial instruction in English usage, arithmetic,
social science, literature and general science for those who
are not high school graduates and who do not meet minimal
requirements to absorb military training and to perform
assignments effectively.
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This refers to the United States Armed Forces

Institute of Madison, Wisconsin, with its branches in Japan,
Europe, Hawaii, and Panama, and is the world's largest correspondence serviceo

Courses are provided from elementary

through the college level for servicemen anywhere in the
world.

Courses offered are those normally contained in the

curriculum at either elementary, secondary or college level.
Vocational and technical courses are also offered.
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cost is exacted thereafter if courses are satisfactorily
completed.

USA.FI fulfills other adult education roles of

a civilian typeo

These include testing services, supplier

of texts and lesson aids, and processing of accreditation
of service experienceso
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Tuition

assistance~

The Army will assist in tuition

costs for soldiers pursuing courses functionally appropriate
to the serviceo

Army personnel attending off-duty classes

conducted by accredited civilian schools and colleges may
have up to seventy-five percent of the tuition costs absorbed
by the Armyo

This assistance will not exceed $14025 per

semester hour, $9050 per quarter hour and $42075 per Carnegie
unito
Army Education Centero

This term is used to designate

a building or office used for the educational activities at
any post containing more than 750 troops.

It is operated

by a professional educator, normally a civilian, who provides
counseling, registration, instruction, testing, and supply
services.
Job titles of Army Education Center personnel.

Staff-

ing guidance given to Fort Lewis indicates that five types
of civilian GED personnel are utilized with the following
job titles:
Director of GED
Assistant Post Director of GED
Education Advisor
Contractual Teacher
Education Clerk

10
Only professional educators staff the supervisory, advisory,
and teaching positions.

Administrative and clerical personnel,

military and civilian, augment these positions.
Nearby military installations.

Nearby military in-

stallations will be construed to mean Madigan General Hospital (Uo So Army) and McChord Air Force Base.

These two

installations are north and within five miles of Fort Lewis
and both have education centers.

Fort Lewis personnel are

authorized to attend off duty classes at these facilities.
GED Individual Record

DA~

669.

This record is

initiated at the first Army Education Center the soldier
visits for participationo

It records the soldier's partici-

pation in the GED program and is maintained at the Army Education Center.

Upon the transfer of a soldier, the record

is administratively processed with his personnel records
until his separation from the service when it becomes the
personal property of the individual.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
"The modern world is, above everything else, a world
of rapid change • • • it means that people, too, must change,
must acquire • • • specialized skills and techniques o"

(1: 3)

This statement by Ronald Lippitt exemplifies the purpose of
this chapter which is to show the impact of change upon the
military, primarily the Uo So Army, and the consequent evolution
of the GED Program.
A brief summary has been presented of the reasons for
the program, its background and purpose and a portrayal is
given of the criteria for academic goals set by level of
military ranko
The policies of the Department of the Army and Sixth
Uo So Army, as well as Fort Lewis, are cited.

These three

combined criteria affect the implementation of the GED Program at Fort Lewiso
I.

OUR CHANGING WORLD

By virtue of change, since the beginning of World War
II, the United States Army has actively entered the field of

12
adult education.

The conditions affecting the adult student

to make changes are many.

The most significant changes

include the individual's determination of goals and his
involvement in planning of the learning process which include a look at behavior changes as well as knowledge
acquisitiono

(2:58)

Hallenbeck describes the relationship of adult education to change by saying, "The fundamental function of adult
education is to keep the balance between people and
stances in a changing world."

circum~

He further suggests that

American culture has five inextricably interrelated characteristics:
a.

Rapidity of change

b.

Dominance of technology

Co

Intensity of specialization

do

Complexity of human relationships

eo

Vastness of opportunity

These changing times have brought our nation and the
Uo So Army to where we are dependent upon adult education

to make our civilization operate more successfully in this
social context, particularly because of the dominance of
technology and the intensity of specialization.

(3:30)
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IIo

REASONS FOR THE GED PROGRAM

The armed forces, and more specifically the Army, is
very aware of the influence of change.

Changes have developed

not only in weapons and equipment but also in strategy and
tactics.

Consequently, individuals of all ranks are required

to perform at levels not conceivable fifty years ago or even
twenty-five years ago.

Thus, the demand for the technician

is greater than ever.
Lto Gen. William W. Dick, Chief of Research and Development for the Uo So Army, has stated " • • • as automation
proceeds, the human will become even more significant since
the jobs left for humans to do are jobs that machines cannot
do o 11

(4: 5)
With the advent of nuclear warfare, the concept of

troop decentralization has evolvedo

Military forces today

are more widely dispersed and are not in the close proximity
with their parent organizations and supporting elements.

In

the event of an atomic strike from an enemy, a smaller target
is thereby presentedo

This more thinly populated assemblage

of men is less vulnerable to an enemy but has absorbed characteristically more operational self sufficiencyo

As a result,

servicemen are forced to function more independently and with

14
greater individual technological proficiencyo

The method

to achieve this proficiency is training of a more advanced
natureo

The soldier must have the capability to absorb

more technical military training than ever before in our
nation's history.

The Army's GED Program has become the

means to this end.
IIIo

INCEPTION OF THE EDUCATION PROGRAM

Within a month of the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Army
Institute at Madison, Wisconsin was formed.

The Institute's

goalwas to aid the war effort by helping to train American
soldiers to win the waro

The director of the Army Institute

contracted with several university extension divisions to
provide the Army with correspondence courseso

These courses

were in addition to the Institute's own extension division
subjects developed.

Soon, for various reasons, but largely

because of the soldiers' desire for continuing education,
for increased proficiency in a military occupational speciality, or for relief from boredom of isolated duty, the program
escalatedo

Within a year the services of the Army Institute

were extended to all branches of the armed forces.

In February,

1943, the Institute became the United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI)o

USAFI continues as the world's largest single

15
supplier of adult education serviceso

(5:8-11)

The GED Program began as the basic vehicle to provide
adult educational services such as course offerings and
counseling.

Its stated mission is to enable servicemen

to

elevate their educational level thereby improving their job
performanceo

USAF! was established, however, to provide

correspondence services including courses, testing and texts
to aid in the execution of the GED Programo

With the emphasis

upon an educational program, a shift of attention by the Army
may be observedo

Prior to World War II command interest was

exhibited in welfare and recreation programs, but with the
advent of the war, the Army's attention became focused upon
academic education as a natural means of upgrading its
personnelo
An interview with Mr. Hugh Fotheringill, on December
19, 1964, who was a co-founder of the Fort Lewis program,
revealed the following informationo

With the arrival of the

4lst Infantry Division of the National Guard in 1941, many
young soldiers were stationed at Fort Lewis who had not completed high school before going into active federal serviceo
Their presence spearheaded parental interest in a need for
educating the youthful troopso

Seeing this as an opportunity

for public service, Chaplain Myndert M. Van Patten, Division
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Chaplain, and Mro Hugh Fotheringill, then principal of the
Clover Park High School, together worked out an educational
program for the men.,

The

11

founding fathers" submitted the

plan to the Commanding General at Fort Lewis who gave his
approval ..
This was a new idea and command approval was given with
some doubt for the program's outcome.

There was hope, how-

ever, that it would prove successful and reduce the concern
felt by servicemen's families that many young men had interrupted their high school life to enter into Army life.
The chaplain and the principal made personal visits
to the divisional areas presenting their proposed program to
the troopso

By presenting the need to large groups of men

in person and emphasizing the value of an education, many
enrollments resultedo

The educational program soon proved

to be very popular and the attendance continued to mount.
Despite the ten-mile distance from the post to the campus,
the possibility of soldier-students' immediate departure for
overseas, and the adjustment generally to the new active
duty military

life~

entire convoys of troops were brought

to Clover Park High School and over four hundred men were
in that first graduating class.
Because Fort Lewis was a pioneer in the field of adult

17
education, numerous other installations wrote the post for
guidance in patterning their educational programsQ

Mr.

Carlin Aden, now Assistant Superintendent of Clover Park
School District 400, associated with the Fort Lewis GED
Program during the period of 1943 to 1953, stated in an
interview on December 16, 1964, that during the mid-war
years, considerable emphasis was placed upon high school
level testing, and national norms were being establishedo
Initially, most American high schools were sympathetic toward
the testing and were somewhat liberal in granting high school
diplomas to men stationed at Fort Lewis.

Following the war,

however, many high schools did not award credit as leniently
as previouslyo
IV.

PURPOSE OF THE GED PROGRAM

Attempting to recognize the dynamics of a changing
world since the beginning of World War II, the Department
of the Army developed a philosophy, shared by other authorities, and which specifically states the belief that " • • •
the individual can improve through learning; that the process
of learning does not stop with the completion of formal schooling at an early age but on the contrary it is a lifelong
process."

Further the Army points to continuing education
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as the vital element in the maintenance of creative
leadership ..

(6:2)

Leadership has long been regarded as the primal
quality for military personnelo

The late General Douglas

MacArthur wrote, "The very essence of military leadership
rests upon • • • thorough knowledge and understanding o • • • 11
(7:vii)

In order to achieve this knowledge and understanding,

educational services have come to be regarded as the primary
force to gain this end..

The General Educational Develop-

ment Program is a tool of command to improve leadership,
management, communication capabilities, and the attainment
of high moraleo

(6:2)

Commanders who support and implement the GED Program
enhance the Army's personnel quality, utilization, and
practice objectives.

Further contributions can be made by

commanders through giving recognition to individuals completing course and test sequences.

Mro James Greenhalgh,

Director of the Post GED Program at Fort Lewis, in his
directive has indicated, ,.The general objective of the General Educational Development Program is to increase the
performance potential of the Army by raising the educational
level of its personnel .. "

(8:1)

Essentially the Army can

benefit from increased performance, while the individual may
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gain through promotions and presumably better duty
assignments.

Also, continuous advantages accrue, including

post retirement careers in education, and in other professions and vocationso

Further emphasizing and supporting

education is the Sixth Uo So Army (the major and intervening
command above Fort Lewis, and below the Department of the
Army) who maintains, "The education function will be implemented to assure that it is directed toward the development
of:

increased understanding of professional, technical and

scientific subjects, confidence, mature judgment and leadership potentialo 11

(9:5)
V..

ACADEMIC GOALS

Recognizing the need for academic achievement, the
Department of Army has formally stated the desired General
Educational Development goals for its members, based upon
rank:

(6:3)
ao

Commissioned officers from the grade of second

lieutenant upward are to complete at least a baccalaureate
degree at an accredited collegeo

This should be in subject

areas functionally appropriate to the military profession
such as management and administrative skills, science, mathematics, English and social studieso

Those having achieved

this goal "are encouraged to continue •
degreeso 11

o

•

to advanced
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ho

Warrant officers, those above the non commissioned

officer ranks and below commissioned officers, should possess
the equivalency of two years of collegeo
Co

All enlisted men should complete, or have obtained,

the equivalency of a twelfth grade educationo

Any higher

level studies required for the specific performance of any
duty are also to be completedo

Either group or correspondence

study is provided enlisted men in preparation for attending
a service or civilian school, or for preparation toward a
service careero
do

All personnel, regardless of rank, possessing a

foreign language aptitude are encouraged to pursue study in
a foreign language.
VI..

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The United States Armed Forces, particularly the
Army and more specifically Fort Lewis, Washington, have
undergone major educational developments since World War II.
The Army has used adult education as the progressive vehicle
toward these developmental improvements which were designed
to increase military job proficiency, increase the individual's
ability to absorb technical military training at a higher and
broader continuum, encourage and develop leadership, and give
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the soldier an opportunity for self improvement in order
to help him beyond his service careero
The first educational program, USAFI (United States
Armed Forces Institute}, was formed during the first month
of World War II.

Later USAFI became a multilateral service

agency that was the launching pad for the present GED Program, a program based upon the premise that the individual
can improve through learning, and learning is a lifelong
processo
The Army has delineated, by rank, desired academic
goals:

graduation from college (and encouragement toward

advance degrees) is required for commissioned officers; two
years of college is the minimum goal for warrant officers;
all enlisted men are required to obtain the equivalent of
a high school education and obtain further education as duty
requireso

However, if a soldier shows aptitude for a foreign

language he is encouraged to study in this field regardless
of ranko
The Army's recognition of educational needs has
stimulated the establishment of a flexible, realistic, and
productive program that in the remainder of this study will
be examined.

CHAPTER III
EXISTING PROGRAMS STUDIED
In Chapter II the academic criteria were established
by grade level, rank and subject mattero

Attempting to

meet these criteria, the following levels of study have
been established:
Secondary level
MOS related instruction
College level
Foreign language study
This chapter will be devoted to the study of the onpost and the on-campus programs designed to meet the previously
cited criteria.

The types and sources of programs utilized

will be examinedo

It will be seen that often a combination

of programs is required for the achievement of the educational
goals establishedo
Io

ON-POST COURSE OFFERINGS

Secondary Level Program
The Army's high school educational program affects
the largest segment of the Army's population because the
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soldier can realize a high school education is advantageous
to him personallyo

The following procedural methods serve

to stimulate high school completion:
ao

Preparatory instruction

ho

Clover Park Adult High School

c.

USAFI correspondence courses

do

USAFI tests

eo

Participating colleges and universities
correspondence courses

f o Accreditation of service experiences
go

High school equivalency certificates

h.

High school completion for military
purposes

io

Combinations of several methods

Preparatory instructiono

This program, used for

high school instruction at Fort Lewis, has a ninety-three
percent passing rate, as measured by the GED test (this is
quite high since many of the participants are former school
drop-outs).

This instruction includes secondary and ele-

mentary adult remedial instruction in English usage,
arithmetic, social sciences, literature, and general scienceo
The program is mandatory for Army personnel having the potential for further accomplishmento
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Clover Park Adult High Schoolo

This high school has

been cooperating with Fort Lewis and other nearby military
installations, to serve military adult on-post and on-campus
educational needs, as cited in Chapter II, providing a high
school curriculumo

(Appendix A)

diploma may be obtainedo

A regular high school

Credits may be earned by completing

USAF! courses and/or on-post Clover Park Adult High School
classes.

This approach is recommended for the soldier who

needs only a few credits for graduation, consequently additional
learning results, better preparation for college is made,
and college admission requirements are more satisfactorily
achieved o

(14: 2)

USAF! Correspondence Courses Program.
referred to as the "school

(Qr servic!l

USAF! has been

with the world-wide

campus" (10:4) because courses are obtainable by everyone
in the armed forces.

Instruction includes courses at the

elementary, secondary, college, business and technical-vocational levels (11:22) and may be conducted on-post or in
the independent study program.

However, at Fort Lewis, and

neighboring military installations, the attention is directed
toward on-post courses with regular high school credit available.

(12: 1)
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USAF! tests.

As in the case of USAF! courses that

are offered at all levels, elementary through college,
USAF! end-of-course tests and subject standardized tests
are similarly available at all levels through the Army Education Center.

Resulting credits are recognized by Clover

Park Adult High School and many other schools throughout the
nation.
Participating colleges and universities.

The forty-

five participating colleges and universities, commonly
referred to as PC & U, provide correspondence courses,
through their extension divisions, at the high school and
at college levels.
Accreditation of service experiencesQ

The current

concept of granting credit for service experiences was set
forth by civilian educators during the first part of World
War II.

Granting diplomas or credits for service experiences

is the sole prerogative of the granting institution or of
a state department of public instructionQ

Recommendations

by the Commission on Accreditation of Service Experiences
(CASE) of the American Council on Education, a group of
civilian educators coordinating this activity, are suggestive
only and may be rejected, accepted, or accepted with
mod if icat ions.
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The policy of the Commission on Accreditation of
Service Experiences is stated as:

"The granting of credit

for service educational experiences should be considered
not as a reward for military service but as a recognition
of the individual's educational achievements in order to
encourage him to continue his educational training. 11
High school eguivalency certificates.

(15:4)

A high school

equivalency certificate may be issued to the soldier if he
meets certain standards set forth by the state of his official
residencyo

This certificate, in many cases, is nearly as

valuable as a regular high school diploma.

The considera-

tions for obtaining the certificate vary from state to state
but the following are generally characteristic:

minimum GED

test scores, minimum age requirements, residence in the state,
and previous high school enrollment.
Within some State Departments of Education, the right
to issue the certificate of equivalency is reserved to themselves, or may be delegated to high schools within their
boundaries, as is the case in the State of Washington.
High school completion for military purposeso

(16:62)
Success-

ful completion of the high school GED test is recognized by
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the Army for a high school equivalency to be shown on military personnel recordso
Soldiers are encouraged to take the GED tests for this
immediate benefit, although they may later choose to complete
the regular diploma requirements through a credit approach.
Combination of methods for high school completiono
The soldier-student may study wherever he is stationed, using
a variety of methodso

The methods for high school completion

are varied to meet the requirements of the service and of
the servicemano
tlQ.§. Related Instruction Program

The entire GED program is designed to be MOS related
to assist in military job assignments.

All courses the

soldier undertakes are intended to improve his educational
background and can materially contribute to the success of
his military occupational speciality.

The policy expressed

by Sixth Army is that the Army's MOS Related Instruction has
been designed to, upromote the understanding and application
of technical information essential to military operations
and improve job performance.n

(4:5)

This instruction is

structured to develop military specialists who would normally
be trained at distant service schools but who may be locally
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trained at Fort Lewis.

The training may be conducted during

duty hours using books and materials from USAF! and regular
Army supply channels.

(9:9)

At Fort Lewis three MOS courses are periodically
offered:
ao

An army administration and typing course
to train clerk typists.

b.

A reading improvement course for speed and
comprehension.

Co

The pre-service school mathematics course
for prospective service school students
requiring it and for those whose duties
require a knowledge of mathematics.

(8:4)

(The reading improvement and pre-service mathematics courses were not offered at the time of this survey
therefore were not examined.)
Army administration and typing courses and reading
improvement courses are the most frequently offered in the
MOS field, but other classes may be organized to meet the
expressed MOS related needs of unit commanders.
College Level Instruction Program
The following on-post methods are provided for the
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service member who wishes to pursue a college education:
ao

University of Puget Sound programs

b.

USAF! correspondence courses

c.

USAF! tests

d.

Participating colleges and universities
correspondence courses

e.

Department of the Army two year college
equivalency evaluation

f.

Accreditation for service experiences

go

Combination of several methods

University of Puget Soundo

The University of

Puget Sound offers twenty-five to thirty on-post courses
five terms annually to all interested armed forces personnel
at Fort Lewis, Madigan General Hospital (Army) and at
McChord Air Force Base.

(19:2,3)

Resident credit is

granted in the social sciences, business administration,
philosophy, psychology, education, English, mathematics
and the natural sciences.

(Appendix B)

USAF! correspondence courses.

Over two hundred

USAF! courses are available for independent study at
the college level.

When a serviceman is stationed

at an isolated area where group study is impossible,
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correspondence study is frequently undertakeno
USAF!

~

of course tests .2!. subject standardized testso

USAF! tests are graded by USAF! and if they have been satisfactorily completed, the soldier-student is granted credito
This credit is accepted by many universities and colleges
for admission to resident study despite the student's not
having taken a course in the specific subject.
Participating colleges' and universities' correspondence
courseso

Over sixty-four hundred correspondence courses are

offered by the forty-five participating colleges and universities.

These institutions, through their extension divisions,

have entered into a contract with the armed forces to provide
their regular correspondence course offerings to servicemen
at a greatly reduced costo
Department
evaluationo

El.

the Army

~

year college equivalency

Commissioned and warrant officers who have com-

pleted sixty or more semester hours may apply to the Adjutant
General of the Department of the Army at Washington, D. C.
for official recognition of a two year college equivalency.
In the processing of applications, individuals obtain counsel
and assistance from the Army Education Center.

The officer,
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however, must have earned a minimum of twelve semester
hours in actual residence study within either on-post or
on-campus classrooms.

(6:19-21)

Accreditation for service experiences.

The Department

of the Army has stated, "Academic accreditation is solely
the responsibility of civilian institutions - not the Army."
(6:5)

An institution grants credit in accordance with its

existing policies and the recommendations of the Commission
on Accreditation of Service Experiences.
With the counsel of an education advisor, the soldier
may request that credit be granted from an institution for
his high school GED tests and previous service experiences.
(Central Washington State College is the only state supported college or university in Washington presently granting
credit for high school GED tests and service experiences.)
(17:67)
Combination of methods for college study.

The partici-

pant may employ a combination of the preceding approaches,
wherever stationed, to achieve a college education.
Foreign Language Study Program
The foreign languages offered through the Army's GED
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Foreign Language Program, for conversational fluency, at
Fort Lewis are:

German, Korean, Russian, Japanese, French,

Spanish, Chinese-Manderin, North Chinese, Burmese, Danish,
Norwegian, Serbo-Croatian, Portuguese, Bulgarian, Italian,
Turkish, Malayan, Hindustani, Indonesian, Vietnamese, and
Arabico
Residence study is available at the University of
Puget Sound, at Pacific Lutheran University and at Clover
Park Adult High Schoolo

(Correspondence courses in foreign

languages are also offered through USAFio)
Ilo

(6:13)

ON-CAMPUS COURSE OFFERINGS

Secondary Level
Mr. Calvin M. Watness, Director of Adult Education
for Clover Park School District, Lakewood Center, Washington,
was interviewed November 19, 1964 concerning the cooperating
adult education program with Fort Lewis, Washington and contributed the following information:

The Clover Park Adult

High School conducts classes on-post at Fort Lewis, and oncampus at the Clover Park Adult High School during the evening
hours.

Initially, the soldier is advised to obtain an

evaluation of his existing credits at the Army Education
Center at Fort Lewis to determine his requirementso

Often
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the soldier begins the Clover Park program with credits
from several other sources such as:

other high schools,

USAF! and other correspondence courses, and service schools
previously attended o
Prior to entrance into this program a diagnostic
test for the ninth grade level is given the enrolling student
to determine his strengths and weaknesses for placement purposes.

Upon enrolling, the soldier embarks upon a program

of twenty-seven semester credits to be earned in the tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grades (or thirteen and one-half
Carnegie units) of which at least three semester credits
must be completed in residenceo

Theoretically, a participant

taking a full course of study could accomplish the entire
high school program in a three year tour of duty at Fort
Lewis - the same time he would have needed during his earlier
teen yearso
College Level
Within commuting distance of the Fort Lewis area are
located the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, Washington,
and Pacific Lutheran University in Parkland, Washington, and
Saint Martin's College at Olympia, Washington.
offerings on these three campuses include:

Evening course

art, business,
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administration, economics, education, English, foreign
languages, music, natural sciences, philosophy, psychology,
and social scienceso

{18:2-4)

(Appendix C)

Clover Park, Tacoma, and Olympia Public Schools have
contractual arrangements with Central Washington State College
to provide teacher education courses on their local campuses.
In addition, Clover Park provides cour:ses in education and
psychology with resident credit from Pacific Lutheran University.

These courses frequently attract servicemen whose

retirement is imminent.

These soldier-students are in the

process of obtaining teacher certification and their programs
require this training.
Fort Lewis personnel occasionally travel to the University of Washington and Seattle University at Seattle,
Washington, to enroll in a certain class not available within
the closer and smaller programs ..
Degree completion program

(Bootstrap).

Military

personnel may be selected to satisfy baccalaureate or
graduate degree requirements in residence at an accredited
civilian college if they have eligibility of assignment,
location, degree requirements, length of service, and ability
to absorb all tuition costs, books and other expenses.

Those
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selected will continue to receive their normal monthly pay
and allowances as though they were continuing in their
regular military assignmento
The University of Puget Sound is the nearest institution participating in the Degree Completion Programo

The

course work undertaken there, or elsewhere, must be n.
in areas of functional importance to the military profession
•

•

0

a law degree is not authorized o"

(6:3,15)

Institutions in other states are also participating
in this program and are available for attendance by Fort
Lewis personnelo

One university leading in this field

with a large number of students in its "Bootstrap" program
is the University of Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska.

This institution

has been a pioneer in the Degree Completion Program and at
its campus confers degrees upon several hundred American
service members annually.

The University of Maryland at

College Park, Maryland, also has a large military attendance.
This is stimulated because that institution offers a Degree
Completion Program at nearly all large overseas military
installations.
IIIo

ADVISEMENT

The initial contact the student makes in the GED
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Program is with the civilian education advisor at the Army
Education Center.

At this time it is determined whether or

not he has ever been in the GED Program at Fort Lewis or
elsewhereo

If the soldier is a new student in the GED Pro-

gram he fills out a questionnaire called "Work Sheet for
Troop Education Individual Recordo"

(Appendix D)

The edu-

cational advisor indicates the action contemplated upon the
work sheeto

After the action is actually undertaken, it is

converted to the GED Individual Record, Department of the
Army, Form 6690

(Appendix E)

The soldier's present educational posture is then
assessed by the educational advisor who considers the
soldier's educational and occupational background.

Orien-

tation to the program begins by taking oneor more of three
forms, as defined by Cyril Ao Houle, as goal, learning and/
or activity orientation.

(19:15)

In most cases the student

is goal oriented toward completion of high school, two years
of college or a college degree, while those who are learning oriented are, as Dr. Houle states, "seeking knowledge for
its own sake. 11

The activity oriented soldier merely enjoys

attending a class, but may have no specific objective.

Based

upon his orientation, interest and background, the soldier,
with the assistance of the advisor, decides upon a plan.
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If the soldier is a former participant in the GED
Program, his plan is recorded directly on the General Educational Development Individual Record, Department of the
Army, Form 669 by an advisoro
The soldier's plan of action is always recorded on
the GED Individual Recordo

These records are kept for the

duration of his military career, serving a similar function
as the college transcripto

Upon release from the service

his records are given to himo
The educational advisor in the GED Program serves in
a similar capacity as a guidance counseloro

He considers

the soldier's interest, his capabilities, and his former
education before he guides him into a particular phase of
the programc

Advisement is accomplished within the frame-

work of the GED services that are offered.

It is not voca-

tional counseling purely, with vocational testing, but with
face to face relationships, determining the soldier's actual
needs and goals and assisting the soldier-students in arriving at a future plan of actionc

The advisor attempts to

create a permissive atmosphere that will develop intervieweecentered interaction.
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IVo

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The GED Program at Fort Lewis may be divided into two
broad sources of offerings:

those provided the soldier on-

post and those available to him on-campus at nearby high
schools and colleges with tuition assistance for on-campus
courseso
In the high school program, on-post and/or on-campus,
there are several methods of attaining a high school education or its equivalency:
Preparatory instruction
Clover Park Adult High School
USAF! correspondence courses
USAF! tests
Participating colleges' and universities'
correspondence courses
Accreditation for service experiences
High school equivalency certificates
High school completion for military purposes
Combination of several methods
MOS related instruction is provided to improve the
soldier's military job performanceo

Army administration and

typing, reading improvement, and pre-service school mathematics courses are emphasized.
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The on-post or on-campus college level instruction
is obtained in the following ways:
Clover Park Adult Education Program
University of Puget Sound Program
Pacific Lutheran University Program
USAF! correspondence courses
USAF! tests
Participating colleges' and universities'
correspondence courses
Department of the Army two year college
equivalency evaluation
Accreditation for service experiences
To better equip the soldier for foreign service,
twenty-two foreign languages are offered on-post.

Foreign

language study is also offered through correspondence and
with resident study at nearby high schools and colleges.
The Fort Lewis GED Program includes in its services
the professional civilian advisement of all prospective and
currently enrolled participants.
In the next chapter the results of these programs
will be investigated through interviews with participants
and a review of records to determine how the criteria are
being meto

CHAPTER IV
GROUPS AND MATERIALS USED
In order to evaluate the various outcomes of the
different aspects of the GED Program at Fort Lewis, Washington, an analysis has been made beginning with the participation
and costs of the GED programs in relation to other Sixth Army
installations in eight western stateso

Participation in the

GED Program includes advisement, testing, and group and
individual study at all educational levels.

Interviews using

a random selection were conducted with the Fort Lewis GED
on-post students, their commanders, educators from cooperating
civilian institutions, the GED director, and several members
of the GED staff, to obtain their responses as to productivity
of the GED Program.
I.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AND COSTS

Headquarters Sixth Uo So Army Presidio of San Francisco, California, exercises administrative coordination of
the GED Program at Fort Lewis, Washington and at army posts
in eight western stateso

Based upon the policies of the

Department of the Army at Washington, D. C., and policies of
their own, Sixth Uo So Army has stipulated acceptable
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participation range percentages in the GED Program reflected
in Table I.
Table I shows participation of Fort Lewis personnel below the minimum educational goals for the quarter ending
December 31, 1964; participation is in the Sixth Army acceptable range:
TABLE I
FORT LEWIS PARTICIPATION BELOW EDUCATIONAL GOALS

Category by
Rank

Total
number
below
goals

Officers
290
Warrant Off icers
106
Noncommissioned
2 248
Officers
Enlisted Men
of the three
lowest grades
589
TOTAL

*

3 233

Number
of participants
below
goals

Percent
of participants
Below
goals

Percentage
of Acceptable Range
by Sixth
Army
Standards

88

30

30-40

27

25

25-35

809

36

30-40

71

12

10-20

1015

*33

This percentage figure is based upon the relationship of

total number of participants below goals with the number below
goals.
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TABLE II
PARTICIPATION FOR ENTIRE POPULATION

Category
Officers
Warrant Officers
Noncommissioned
officers
Enlisted men of
the lowest
three grades
TOTAL

Approximate
Population

Total
Participation

Percent of
All Participation

1 400
150

155
32

11
21

9 700

1 408

14

12 400

1 825

15

23 650

3 420

*14

*Total percentage is based upon the relationship
of all participants with the total population.

Table III shows the total participation of 3,420
individuals within four major segments of the GED Program
at Fort Lewis:
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TABLE III
TOTAL PARTICIPATION IN PROGRAMS
Number

Program
Secondary Level (This includes Preparatory
Instruction, Clover Park Adult High
School, Correspondence Courses and
GED Testing.)

1 699

MOS Related Instruction

668

College Level (This includes on-post, oncampus, correspondence courses and GED
testing .. )

881

Foreign Language Program (Twelve languages
studied o)

90

Advisement solely (with a planned action
developed) •

82

TOTAL

3 420

Table IV shows a comparison of the participation and
costs of the Fort Lewis GED Program in relationship to
other Sixth Army installations, housing from 400 to 23,000
troops for the period of April, May, and June of 1964.
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TABLE
SIXTH ARMY INSTALI.ATION PARTICIPATION

Hours of
educational service
or contact
hours

Total
Cost

4 691

$ 2 656

2oFort Irwin,
California
- 2 000

30 669

3.Fort Lawton,
Washington
- 1 000

70 300

4.Fort Lewis,
Washington
-21 000

INSTALIATION
and Approximate Troop
Population
!.Fort Douglas,
Utah
400

Cost per
hour of
educational
service

Participation
Percent-Number

.57

10o5

41

25 241

.82

1602

274

25 291

.36

44 .. 8

534

326 068

157 001

.48

16.9 3599

5 .. Fort MacArthur,
California
- 3 000

48 773

45 856

• 94

6.Fort Ord,
California
-23 000

513,509

149 961

.29

7.The Presidio of
San Francisco,
California
- 5 000 212 485
TOTALS AND
AVERAGES 55 000

1 206 495

79 068

$485 074

$

17.5

487

15.3 4 093

.37

$ 040

19 .. 1 9076
Average Total
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IV

AND COSTS - APRIL, MAY, AND JUNE, 1964

Number below educational goals
*24

Number participating
below goals

NCO

6
2
3

Off
WO
NCO

EM

9

EM

22
10
145
6

Off
WO
NCO

3
2
37
1

Off

18
5
43
0

Off
WO
NCO

276
102
2 216
584

Off
WO
NCO

74
64
78
6

Off
WO
NCO

347
70
889
51

Off

Off

6

WO

13
0

127
29
63
5

EM

EM

EM

EM

WO

NCO
EM

Off
WO

NCO
EM

*

WO

NCO
EM

16
4
38
0

Off

110
21
872
78

Off
WO
NCO

21
10
29
1

Off
WO
NCO

177
22
465
9

Off
WO
NCO

54
11
34
3

Off
WO
NCO

WO

NCO
EM

EM

EM

EM

EM

* Legend of those participating
Commissioned Officers
Off
Warrant Officers
WO
Non commissioned Officers
NCO
Enlisted Men
EM

Percent
participating
below goals
*

25
33
23
0

Off
WO
NCO

14
20
26
17

Off
WO
NCO

88
80
88
0

Off
WO
NCO

40
20
39
13

Off

EM

EM

EM
WO

NCO
EM

28
16
37
17

Off
WO
NCO

51
31
62
18

Off

49
38
54
60

EM

WO

NCO
EM

Off
WO
NCO
EM

Rating of
participation
below goals
Not acceptable
Acceptable
Not acceptable
Not acceptable
Not acceptable
Not acceptable
Not acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Not acceptable
Acceptable
Not acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Not acceptable
Not acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
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II..

STUDENTS' EVALUATION

Tables V through IX show students' anticipated
benefits to be gained in various program phases"

A

random selection was made of students using the questionnaire as found in Appendix F.

Students classified the

benefits as above average, average, below average, no
value, or undecided"

The assessments were first totaled

horizontally to obtain the order of merit and classificationo

Secondly, the classifications were totaled vertically

and are expressed in percentages as to the five gradations
of benefitso
Table V shows students' benefits anticipated from
participation in the GED Program at the outset of their
new association with the GED Programo
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TABLE V
A.

Order
of
Merit

BENEFITS EXPECTED BY TWENTY-SEVEN
NEW GED STUDENTS

Area of improvement in order
of student determined importance and ratings

Number of
responses
out of a
-eossible 27

Above average
Study habits

19

Civilian life preparation

19

3.

Cultural appreciation

18

4.

Understanding current affairs

17

5.

Social responsibility

16

Leadership qualities

15

Army job performance

12

1.

7o

Average
Hlllllan relations

8.

B..

12

OVERALL EVALUATION OF BENEFITS
ANTICIPATED EXPRESSED IN
PERCENT

Value

Percent

Above average

57

Average

28

Below average

9

No value

3

Undecided

3
TOTAL

100
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PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION STUDENT EVALUATION
Table VI shows the responses of Preparatory Instruction
studentso

A total of eighty-six students, the largest

group, were given the same questionnaire.
civilian life is given the first rating.

Preparation for
However, under-

standing of current affairs follows closely in second
'

position because students felt that social sciences had
helped them understand news media bettero

Preparation for

military duty rates low in these students' opinionso
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TABLE VI
A.

Order
of
Merit

BENEFITS EXPECTED BY EIGHTY-SIX
PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION STUDENTS
Number of
responses
out of a
possible 86

Area of improvement in order
of student determined
importance and ratings
Above Average

1 ..

Civilian life

57

Understanding current affairs

52

Average
Social responsibility

45

4.

Human relations

40

5.

Study habits

37

Army job performance

34

7.

Leadership qualities

34

8.

Cultural appreciation

28

B.,

OVERALL EVALUATION OF BENEFITS ANTICIPATED
Value

Percent

Above average

40

Average

38

Below average

14

No value

6

Undecided

2
TOTAL

100

so
Table VII shows thirty-six student responses
while completing the fourth of a five week period of
MOS

related instruction in an Army administration and

typing class.
here.

A unique shift of attitude may be seen

The army job performance was rated first, and is

the only rating given above average.

The present or

anticipated assignment is clerk-typist for this class.
Preparation for civilian life was given a low rating.
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TABLE VII
Ao

Order
of
Merit

BENEFITS EXPECTED BY THIRTY-SIX MOS RELATED
INSTRUCTION, ARMY ADMINISTRATION
AND TYPING STUDENTS

Area of improvement in order
of student determined importance and ratings

Number of
responses
out of a
possible 36

Above average
1.

Army job performance

26

Average
Social responsibility

24

Leadership qualities

21

4.

Human relations

20

5.

Study habits

17

6.

Civilian life preparation

16

Below average

8.

Understanding current affairs

20

Cultural appreciation

18

B..

OVERALL EVALUATION OF GED PROGRAM
BENEFITS ANTICIPATED
Value
Above average
Average
Below average
None
Undecided
TOTAL

Percent
25

50

17
5
3
100
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Table VIII shows student attitude toward the overall programs in a high school English composition class of
six respondentso

A high order of civilian life orientation

prevails with five out of six in the above average category.
Conversely, the Army job performance received a very low ratingo
TABLE VIII
A,.

Order
of
Merit

BENEFITS EXPECTED BY SIX HIGH SCHOOL
ENGLISH COMPOSITION STUDENTS
Area of improvement in order
of student determined
importance and ratings

Number of
responses
out of a
possible 6

Above average
1.

Civilian life

5

2.

Leadership qualities

3

Average

3.

Study habits

6

4.

Social responsibility

4

s.

Cultural appreciation

3

6.

Human relations

3

7.

Understanding current affairs

3

8.

Army job performance

3
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TABLE VIII (continued)
Bo

OVERALL EVALUATION OF
BENEFITS ANTICIPATED
Value

Percent

Above average

34

Average

46

Below average

6

No value

8

Undecided

6

TOTAL

100

Table IX shows student anticipated benefits by
twenty-four members of a college English classo
The highest number of six above average ratings
were given in this class.

More above average, overall

assessment - 50%, was granted than by any other class.
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TABLE IX
A.

Order
of
Merit

BENEFITS EXPECTED BY TWENTY-FOUR COLLEGE
ENGLISH COMPOSITION STUDENTS

Area of improvement in order
of student determined
importance and ratings

Number of
responses
out of a
possible 24

Above average
1.

Civilian life

17

2.

Study habits

16

3.

Cultural appreciation

15

4.

Leadership qualities

10

5.

Human relations

10

6.

Army job performance

9

Average
11

7.

Social responsibility

8.

Understanding current affairs
Bo

9

OVERALL EVALUATION OF BENEFITS ANTICIPATED
Value

Percent

Above average
Average

50

Below average
None
Undecided

9

TOTAL

32
7
2

100
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IIIo

COMMANDERS' AND STAFF EVALUATION

In order to further evaluate the effect of the GED
Program, fourteen senior commanding officers and general
staff officers of various ranks were interviewed using the
form in Appendix G.

One officer interviewed

was in the

grade of captain, three were majors, seven were lieutenant
colonels and the remaining three of those interviewed were
colonelso

These officers were asked to consider the effective-

ness of the GED Program in terms of their present command
or staff positionso
When these fourteen officers were asked if they had
personnel participating in the GED Program, eleven gave
affirmative answers, while three replied in the negative.
Two of the three who had no personnel presently in the
program indicated that all of their personnel recently had
met the minimlll11 educational goalso

Only two officers in-

dicated that members of their organizations (battalions)
were studying foreign languageso
The usefulness of the various GED Program activities,
to these officers in their present duty assignment, was expressed in the order of merit in Table X which follows.
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TABLE X
COMMANDERS' EVALUATION OF PROGRAM USEFULNESS
Civilian college
study
Advisement

1.

MOS related instruction

5.

2.

Preparatory instruction

6.

3.

GED and EOC testing

7.

Clover Park Adult
High School

4.

Correspondence courses

8.

Foreign language
program

Nine of the fourteen officers had executed such personnel actions as promotions and reassignments because of their
personnel having improved themselves through the GED Programo

In no case did this group indicate that any unfavor-

able actions had developed because of GED Program participation.
These officers were asked to assess a value to the
overall GED Program's support to their present military
missiono

The response rated 3o23 out of a possible four

point averageo
Table XI shows the twenty categories of recommendations, that were voluntarily contributed in written statements
in section V of Appendix G, by these officers.

The first

four recommendations receiving primary emphasis are all related to participation.
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TABLE XI
COMMANDERS' RECOMMENDATION AND COMMENTS

Recommendation

Number of
responses
out of a
possible 14

1.

Briefings of the post by GED Staff

6

2.

Arrange tours of the education center

3

3..

More program publicity

2

4.

Commanders emphasize the GED Program

2

5..

Additional MOS related instruction
provided

2

6.

English courses stressed

2

7.

Education reduces disciplinary problems

2

8.

Greater army wide retention made
of participants

2

Preparatory instruction students relieved
of all training during the cycle

1

High school program is a great aid to
the field commander

1

Correspondence courses help military
units materially

1

120

Graduate program emphasis needed

1

130

Arrange for a classroom nearer to
the North Fort Lewis troops

1

High school goals set for enlisted
men of lower ranks is too high

1

The staff section chief should be
advised of course completion, not
merely the unit commander

1

9.
lOa
11.

14.

150
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TABLE XI (continued)
Number of
responses
out of a
possible 14

Recommendation

16 ..
17 ..

18 ..
19 ..

20..

No GED training undertaken during
duty hours

1

Use military members as instructors
in this program

1

Avoid duplication with training conducted by other on-post agencies

1

Training should be of more functional
importance to the Army

1

More general staff coordination
undertaken

Total responses advanced by the fourteen
officers interviewed averaged 2o5 per
officer.

IV ..

1
33

PARTICIPATING EDUCATORS' EVALUATION

To continue to determine the effectiveness of the
Fort Lewis GED Program, five participating educators at
neighboring high schools and colleges were interviewed
using the form shown in Appendix H.

These educators

represented institutions having the largest amount of
off-post participantso
Table XII shows the order of merit and rating of
five needs of the Fort Lewis GED Program ..
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TABLE XII
PARTICIPATING EDUCATORS' ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS
Order of
Merit

1.

Fulfillment

Rating

Meets students' goals

Above average

Improved citizenship of
students

Above average

Variety of course offertngs

Above average

Increases job performance

Average

Ease of administration,
managerial and clerical

Average

One professor stated that citizenship was not always
a goal and courses were not always designed stressing this
point; this somewhat reduces the citizenship valueo

An-

other indicated that course offerings were guided by
tradition.

Concerning administration, one decried the

excess number of forms required while another regretted
the absenteeism problem feeling commanders should support
the program more fully by making attendance more attainable
for studentso
Table XIII shows how the cooperating educators placed
five gains to be obtained from the Fort Lewis GED Program
in their order of merit.
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TABLE XIII
PARTICIPATING EDUCATORS' ASSESSMENT OF GAINS
Order of Merit

Value

1.

Preparation for civilian life

2.

Social responsibility

3.

Cultural appreciation
Army job performance

s.

Understanding current affairs

Table XIV shows how the five civilian educators
recommended changes to be made in the GED Program at Fort
Lewis.
TABLE XIV
PARTICIPATING EDUCATORS' RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation

Number of responses out of
a possible 5

Military command support of the
program

5

Reduce absenteeism and drop-outs

4

Improve the physical plant

2

Briefing of military commanders

2

Ease the administration, lessening
the number of forms required

1

Use retired officers as communication
links between military and civilian
programs

1
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TABLE XIV (continued)

Recommendation

Number of responses out of
a possible 5

7.

Course content improvement stressing content analysis, not
memorization

1

8.

Improve the post library to include
more texts with the present
recreational materials

1

Improve advisement to aid soldiers
to better identify their needs
Total responses by five persons,
average 3.5

Vo

1

18

GED STAFF F.VALUATION

Mro Greenhalgh, the GED director, a random sampling

of his civilian education advisors, the enlisted administrative and clerical staff, and a few teachers were
interviewed, totaling eleven respondents.

The form in

Appendix I was employed.
Table XV shows how the GED staff evaluated the programis fulfillment of five listed needs in their order of
merit with a rating of effectivenesso
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TABLE XV
GED STAFF ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS
Order of
Merit

Needs of the Program

Rating

lo

Army job performance

Above average

2o

Improved citizenship

Above average

3o

Variety of course offerings

Above average

4o

Meeting student goals

Average

5.

Ease of administration

Average

The order of merit above is observed to be similar
to that given by the participating educators Table XII on
page 59 with the exception that the participation by educators reversed one and four above, giving "Meeting student
goals" the first order of merit and "Army job performance"
fourth.
Table XVI shows how the programs, in the order of
their usefulness, were rated one through eight with number
one rated as the most useful by the GED staff o
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TABLE XVI
GED STAFF EVALUATION OF PROGRAM USEFULNESS

1.

Advisement

So

2.

Preparatory instruction

60

Clover Park Adult High
School
Civilian college study

3.

GED and EOC testing

7.

Correspondence instruction

4.

MOS related instruction

8.

Foreign language program

Advisement was given the highest priority by nine of
these eleven GED staff memberso

Their view was that ad-

visement was the most effective with the student in
assisting him in formulating a realistic educational program to pursue.
Table XVII shows the eleven GED staff responses to
the question of what and how they would alter the program
were it in their power to do so.
were developedo

Thirteen categories

The first four of these were expressed

by four respondentso
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TABLE XVII
GED STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Number of
responses
out of a
possible 11

Recommendation
1.

More post briefings to increase support

4

2.

Command emphasis increased

4

3.

Ease the administrative load

4

4.

Increase the clerical staff

4

5.

Improve the physical plant

2

6.

Remove the foreign language program

2

7.

Remove Washington State History,
substituting another social science

2

8.

Commanders insist upon compulsory
participation of. students assigned
to duty hour programs

1

Extend cycle of preparatory instructionmore per year

1

10.

Ability group preparatory students

1

11.

Expand remedial reading

1

12.

College preparatory instruction provided

1

13.

MOS related instruction transferred
to another Fort Lewis agency

1

9.

Total responses of 11 persons (average
2. 5)

28
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VI.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter the evaluation of the program with
comparison to other Sixth Army installations has been
shown.

Evaluations made by students, commanders and general

staff, cooperating civilian educators, and the GED staff
themselves have been advanced with supporting tables.
The cost and participation of the Fort Lewis GED
Program was about average in comparison with other Sixth
Army installations for the second quarter in 1964.

Par-

ticipation in the last quarter for 1964 is consistent with
the earlier trend.
Students' evaluations of the program are very personal
and oriented toward preparation for civilian life.
Commanders looked upon the program as a "tool of
command" and recommended the release of more information
concerning the program in order to emphasize it for their
battalions.
Participating educators indicated that the program
was meeting student needs but were concerned about the
lack of command support of the program.
The GED staff believed that Army job performance
was being enhanced through soldiers' participation in the
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GED Program.

They also indicated that advisement con-

tributed greatly to the program's usefulness.
In the next and final chapter, Summary and
Conclusions, specific recommendations involving the
existing programs will be presentedo

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The writer of this study attempted to do three
things relative to the United States Army's General
Educational Development of Military Personnel Program
(GED) at Fort Lewis, Washington:
ao

To determine the criteria guiding the General
Educational Development of Military Personnel
Programo

b.

To present and evaluate existing programs
according to each criteriao

c.

To make any necessary recommendations regarding
continuation or revision of existing programs ..

lo

Criteria
The criteria has been established by the Department

of the Army at Washington, D. C. to guide the GED Programo
Headquarters Sixth United States Army Presidio of San
Francisco, California, has further established criteria
for the eight western states..

Headquarters, Fort Lewis,

Washington has written its own criteria based upon that
developed by the two foregoing higher Army headquarters.
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However, the director of the GED Program at Fort Lewis,
prior to an official Army change, anticipated changes and
altered the local program by establishing a goal of a
high school education for enlisted men of all gradeso
Academic goalso

The GED philosophy is that learning

is a continuing process and the individual requires understanding as his duty assignments become more complex.

The

stated educational goals for each military rank essentially
are:
a.

Commissioned officers, at least a baccalaureate
degreeo

bo

Warrant officers, two years of collegeo

c.

All enlisted ranks, a minimum of a twelfth
grade education.

d.

MOS related instruction for enlisted men in
certain technical fields.

e.

All personnel regardless of rank, who have the
proficiency, to undertake foreign language
trainingo

2o

Existing Programs
The levels of instruction in programs are secondary

education, MOS related, college, and foreign language study.
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These programs were found by the writer to be juxtaposed
with the criteria in force.

To aid the student in planning

his program, an advisement service was available in all
instances.,
Secondary level.,

Several procedural methods or

combinations of these methods are offered the personnel
at Fort Lewis, Washington, for obtaining a high school
education.
MOS related instruction"

MOS related instruction

is conducted to provide technical information for soldiers'
improvement of job performance"

During the survey, an

Army administration and typing class was the only MOS
related course offered"
College level.,

Six methods or combinations of methods

are available at and near Fort Lewis for achieving college
instruction.,
Foreign language.,

Twenty-two foreign language courses

are offered on-post; correspondence programs are also available.,

Neighboring high schools and colleges also offer

foreign language study.,
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Advisemento

The new and the currently enrolled

student obtains permissive advisement by an education advisor
who considers the individual's capabilities and needs within
the framework of the existing programo
3.

Evaluations
Existing programs have been evaluated by the writer

considering costs.

Opinions of students at various levels,

commanding and general staff officers, participating civilian
educators, and the GED staff members have also been used in
the evaluation.
Participationo

Headquarters Sixth U.

s.

Army has

indicated the participation range for personnel below
established educational goals.

The GED Program at Fort

Lewis is normally within these acceptable range standardso
Costso

Cost in the Sixth Army area is based upon

an hour of educational service; this is one contact hour
with one student in the GED Programo

This cost was forty-

eight cents per educational hour in May, June and July of
1964 for Fort Lewis as shown in Table IV on page 440

The

cost per educational hour was eight cents above the Sixth
Army average.

The average cost per student was $52000

for this period, throughout Sixth Army, while at Fort Lewis,
it was only $49000.
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Student evaluationa

Students' anticipated benefits

toward Army job performance was given a low evaluation in
nearly all groups except in the Army administration class;
here it received the highest rating.

The evaluations by

the students are very personal and largely slanted to later
civilian life and the development of their individual skills.
In evaluating the overall benefits anticipated by
the students in the program, the adjectival assessments
were, in all but two instances, above average (the highest
rating).
Commanders' evaluation.

The commanders in the field

rated MOS related instruction first and preparatory instruction
second in importance on their evaluation forms.

The foreign

language program was given the lowest value by commanders
(as did other evaluating groups)o

The overall rating of

support to these officers was evaluated as 3.23 out of a
possible four point standing.

Twenty recommendations for

program changes were given by the commanderso

They were

concerned about receiving more information about the GED
Program, especially for their company officers and non commissioned officers who had face to face relationships
with many service members daily and could bring direct
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influence upon soldier participation in the programo

Some

commanders were products of the GED Program and felt that
the GED Program should be given more emphasiso
Participating educators.

Participating educators,

in the overall program usefulness ratings, awarded three
above average and two average ratingso

They felt quite

strongly that all of the armed forces should support the
GED Program to assure participation and course completiono
One educator was particularly critical of the GED Program's
declining physical plant at Fort Lewis.
GED staff evaluationo

As in the foregoing case, of

the participating educators, three above average and two
average ratings were assessed the program's usefulness by
the GED staff although not in the same order of importance.
Advisement was regarded highly by this group as being the
most needed function to affect student participationo
Lessening the clerical requirements imposed upon the education advisors was a recommendation to permit more time
for advisemento
4o

Recommendations
The GED Program's operations at Fort Lewis are largely

guided by criteria established by higher military headquarters.

Recommendations made for improved operations

include some changes involving these higher headquarterso
Department of the Armyo

Advisement was rated by

nine of eleven GED staff members as the most important
of eight programs surveyed because it makes the student
aware of his goals and the services of the program.

Be-

cause of this rating, and similar concern for adequate
advisement by civilian educators, it is recommended that
the Department of the Army establish yearly courses of
one week's duration for advisors to emphasize the GED
Program content and methodologyo
Counseling is an important phase of the advisement
processo

It is recommended that a one week counseling

seminar be held for GED advisement staffs to improve in
the latest adult counseling techniques.

It is further

recommended that a contract be let, in each geographic
area in the United States, with a civilian institution of
higher learning, such as Central Washington State College
at Ellensburg, Washington, for the purpose of presenting
this counseling seminar.
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The preceding two recommendations should follow in
sequence, beginning with the military and the civilian
program immediately thereafter, for the development of
subject matter and methodology.
Career fields have been developed for enlisted men
in medical and other professional fieldso

It is recommended

that an enlisted career field be developed in education and
its personnel utilized in GED staffs rather than using
administration career field personnel as is presently the
case.

Without a single exception,however, in interviews

and observing the GED staff performance, the highest order
of staff dedication was witnessed.
In Army Regulation 624-200 concerning the promotion
of personnel, only two words are related to education "academic achievement."

It is recommended that promotion

pµblications at the Department of the Army level cite
required goals pertinent to the GED Program.
College accreditation policies change rapidly,
creating confusion for students and an administrative burden
to the GED education advisoro

Rather than suggesting that

each student write an institution for current information,
it is recommended that Bulletin Number Nine, Accreditation
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Policies of Institutions of Higher Education for the
Evaluation of Educational Experience of Military Personnel,
Published by Commission on Creditation of Service Experiences,
Washington, D. Co in June 1953, be currently revisedo

This

action would hasten participation in college programso

!'.2!!, Lewiso

Participation has been a concern at

all levels of commando
range at Fort Lewiso)

(It is normally above the acceptable
Because of this concern, it is

recommended that more frequent briefings of post personnel
be conducted to include an introduction and policy by a
general officer and/or the chief of staff stressing leaderships' participationo
The physical plants of two of the three education
centers are twenty-five year old buildings that originally
had a life expectancy of five yearso

It is recommended

that post and higher headquarters become involved in
building new physical plantso
Advisement individually and briefing post-wide
requires the time and talents of the director and his professional civilian advisorso

To free them of administrative

duties for their primary advisement mission, it is recommended that the clerical staff be increasedo
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In interviews with the GED staff, the writer discovered some lack of staff understanding of related functionso
More frequent GED staff and faculty meetings are recommended
to apprise members of current problems and plans to aid in
creating greater involvement for more developmental actions.
The foregoing interaction concept could be utilized
in the classrooms by the teacherso

It is recommended that

teachers become aware of present student attitudes toward
developing civilian life competencies rather than military
competencies and to use classroom group dynamics to develop
a recognition for a need in military competenceo
5.

Continuation of Existing Programs
The Preparatory Instruction Program was rated second

by the commanders and GED staff alikeo

It is reaching the

largest single group with participants receiving a document
attesting to high school equivalency completiono

This has

a high morale effect and obviously creates opportunities
not available to the soldier without a high school education
and should be continuedo

Both GED and end of course test-

ing affords the military member an opportunity to obtain
either Carnegie units or semester hours toward completion
of a programo

In view of the testing programus success,

it is recommended that the testing be continuedo
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Clover Park Adult High School, after years of ex•
perience and active coordination, has cooperated in affording the Fort Lewis soldier on-post and on-campus programs.
Other than teachers' lack of relating the course content
more fully to daily military tasks, as mentioned previously,
this program should continue and expand.
The university's classes, the writer found, had
larger attendance on-post than the high school's classes
on-post.

The college program is reaching many new students

successfully, particularly officers, and should be continued.
Evidence of this success is presented by Lt. Col., Kent

J. Collings in his master's thesis (1963):

"Recent retirees

have a considerably lower level of education than the
steadily improving level of the officer corps • . • • Those
who retired prior to 1958 showed even less education.," (20: 49)
Correspondence study requires tenacity upon the part
of the student to achieve without an instructor.

Despite

this situation continued investigation revealed that twothirds of the warrant officers who were enrolled during the
final quarter of 1964 in college correspondence completed
their courses.
be continued.

It is recommended that correspondence study
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6.

Suggestions for Further Study
Future studies in the Fort Lewis GED Program could

be as numerous as there are varieties of programs offered.
Some suggestions for further study are given below:
a.

A study concerning the appointment of an advisory
committee.

b.

A study of the advisability of conducting a precourse eye examination of preparatory
instruction students.

c.

A study coordinated with the appropriate civilian
agencies to substitute economic geography now
for Washington State History as is being contemplated in Washington schools for the school
year 1967-68.

d.

A study coordinated with the State Department of
Public Instruction at Olympia, Washington,
toward more state recognition of the GED tests.

e.

A study coordinated with higher military headquarters toward revising the present foreign
language program to achieve more active
participation.

f.

A study of the MOS related instruction program
to provide more course offerings and texts for
MOS proficiency study.
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g.

A study of the frequently low participation by
warrant officers in some phases of the GED
Program other than correspondence.

h.

A study in order to prepare collateral reading
lists of books in the post library for on-post
high school and college course use.

(The

writer found from fifty to over one hundred
texts in the post library suitable for each
college course offered, refuting the recommendation, made by a participating educator, page .60,
concerning the alleged low quality of the
post library.)
7o

Final Statement in Conclusion
The GED Program at Fort Lewis, Washington, and at

other installations is rendering a needed service to the
military member and the Armyo
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Texas. Education Advisors Guide College Accreditation
Policies for Military Personnel. 1963. 110 pp.

18.

University of Puget Sound Bulletin Community Service
Number, ~Afternoon and Evening Classes, Fall and
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES FOR 1964-65
BULLETIN OF INFORMATION

J.dult High School
Centers
at

•

McChord AFB

• ' Fort Lewis
•
Madigan General Hospital
.O FFERING RESIDENT CREDIT COU;RSES
for

e
e

MILITARY PERSONNEL
MILITARY DEPENDENTS

and
THREE PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES

e
e
e

HIGH SCHOOL REVIEW
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
COLLEGE PREPARATORY

CLOVER PARK SCHOOL DISTRICT
Lakewood Center, Washington 98499
T. OLAI HAGENESS
Superintendent

CALVIN M. WATNESS
Director of Adult High School

CLOVER PARK CLASSES AT MILITARY ADULT HIGH SCHOOL CENTERS FOR 1964-1965
A detailed Class Schedule will be distributed by the Centers prior to each term. -

AT FORT LEWIS
Army Education Centers, Bldgs. 2280,
3275-P, 1-E-3, Tel. 82914

At McCHORD A.F.B.
Education Services Office, Bldg. 132
Tel. 5713 or 2707

Pre-Service School Math

....................................................................

FALL:
28 Sept. 5 Dec.

Typing I-ll
(Day)
Algebra I
Advanced Algebra (Pre-College)
English Composition 10th
English Composition 11th
Literature 10th
Washington State History
U.S. History and Government I
Contemporary Affairs
Problems of American Democracy

18 Jan. 27 Mar.

(Day)
....................................................................

SPRING
S April
12 June

Pre-Service School Math

Typing 1-11 (Day)
Algebra I-II
English Composition 10th
English Composition 12th
Literature 11th
Washington State History
U.S. History and Government I-II
Contemporary Affaira

Typing I-IL

Algebra I-II
Advanced Algebra (Pr~College)
Literature 10th
English Composition 10th
English Composition 11th
Washington State History
U.S. History and Government I-II
Contemporary Affairs

(Day)

'i\"ig.~b~a··1f

(Day)

··················································

Business Mathematics
Literature 10th
English Composition 11th
Washington State History
Typing I
U •. S. History & Gov•t II
General Science I & II
Electronics Math I
Geometry I
Composition 10th
Literature 12th
Washington State History
Contemporary Affairs
Problems of American Democracy
Typing I & II
' Physics I

AT MADIGAN
Army Education Center, Ward 24A
Tel. 76791
Contemporary Affairs
English Composition 11th
Literature 11th

Basic Mathematica I
Algebra I
Algebra II
English Composition 10th
Literature 11th
U.S. History and Government I
Contemporary Affairs
Typing I & II
Physics I

....................................................................

WINTER:

All evening classes unless otherwise indicated.

Algebra I
Washington State History
Public Speaking

Algebra II
U.S. History Gov't I

't

Pre-Service School Math

SUMMER
21 June -

NO CLASSES

28 Aug.

z:>a,

Basic Mathematics I
Algebra I
English Composition 12th
U. S. History and Government I
Contemporary Affairs
Typing I & II
Gen. Science I & II

Military Adult High School Centers
~

meet daily during normal duty hours

£~ A~
T C''

(Day)

meet 1830 to 2100 two nights a week
for ten weeks.

Advanced Algebra (Pre-College)
U.S. History & Government II

At Clover Park Adult and Technical Schools (On Campa)
FALL TERM- begins week of September 28, 1964
WINTER TERM- begins week of January 11, 1965
SPRING TERM- begins week of March 29, 1965

Summary of Clover Park Adult High School
Diploma Plan
To graduate from Clover Park Adult High School, a person in the military
service needs 27 semester credits eiarned in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades.
(Two semester credits equals one Carnagie unit). Among these credits, a
student is expected to earn 3 semester residence credits.

Requirements for Graduation:

1. 27 semester credits earned in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades as follows:
a. 6 credits of English-3 in composition, 3 in literature (2 English
credits may be earned in 9th grade).
b. 2 credits of Mathematics-unless satisfied in 9th grade.
c. 2 cre,dits of ScienC'e-unless satisfied in 9th grade.
d. 5 credits of Social Studies, to include: United States History and
Government (2), Contemporary Affairs (1), Washington State History (1), and elective (1)-unless Washington State History and
elective are satisfied in 9th grade.
e. 3 credits of Physical Education
f. Sufficient additional elective credit to bring total credits to 27.
2. Attendance-no more than 3 absences will be permitted for any one
course.
3. Attendance at Commencement Exercises is required of all graduates
residing in the area. Exercises ave normally held the first or second
Sunday afternoon in June.
General College Entrance:

1. Recommended minimum requirements for general college entrance
(within the 27 total credits):
a. English Composition 12th

e. One lab science :

b. English Literature 12th

(1) Biology I-II

c. Geometry I-II

(2) Chemistry I-II

d. Foreign Language, 2 years

(3) Physics I-II

Testing Program:
1. A student may satisfy certain credit requirements in English, Mathematics and Science through a testing program administered by Clover
Park. Credit will not be given but requirement credit will be waived.

General Inlormation
The CLOVER PARK ADULT HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA PLAN is
particularly adv:antageous for personnel who prefer a regular high school
diploma rather than an . equivalency certificate. Required! and elective
courses are available at the military education centers throughout the y<ear.
Residence Credit. All courses at the Cent•ers will be taught by Certificated
instructors for residence credit. If desired, credit earned may be trans-.
£erred to other secondary schools or applied to university admission.
Registration: Military personnel must register at the Adult High School
Center at their installation, regardless where the class is to be conducted.
Personnel should register during the 3-week period before class starting
date. This will allow more time to discuss individual academic needs with
the qualified educational advisors at the military Education Centers.

Air Force Requirement: Test report indicating satisfactory completion of the
high school level GED battery. (GED test is not accepted for credit but
must be completed before students are recommended for •a diploma).

•

*

*

Credit Allowances
I. Clover Park Adult High School will accept credits of USAF!, corR·
spondence schools, and other high schools toward a diploma. The school
will allow credit as follows:

a. For a one-semester Clover Park Adult High School course (SO hours
instruction), 1 semester credit.

Fees: Tuition is $10.00 per class. However, upon proper processing of military
forms, military personnel may receive $7.50 tuition assistance for each
clas&. The remaining $2.50 fee (student's share), should be paid by personal check or money order to: Clover Park School District No. 400
(Education Center Personnel are prohibited from accepting cash.)

b. For USAFI tests (except GED), credit as recommended by American
Council of Education.

Books: When book purchase is required, books will be obtained by Education

d. For Air Force Technical School or Army Service School, credit as
recommended by American Council of Education.

Center personnel for sale to students. These texts will be issued upon payment by check or money order.
Civilian Students: Military dependents and other civilians will be admitted
to these classes on a space-available basis. They will not be eligible for
tuition assistance. Fees for civilians will be $10.00 per class.
Clover Park Campus Classes: Classwork at Clover Park Adu! t Evening
School and Vocational-Technical Division may be applied to the diploma
plan. These classes qualify for tuition assistance. Seperate announcements
and schedule& are published quarterly.

c. For a USAFI college level course, credit is recommended by American
Council of Education. (A 3-semester credit college course equals
2 semester credits).

2. For Air Force and Army experience and training, electivie credit will
be awarded.

Air Force
a. Basic training-3 physical education credits. (Will accept in addition
1 prior P.E. Credit earned in the 10th, 11th, or 12th grades).
b. AFSC Credit (Credit aw1arded once at highest level of entry-not
cumulative).

•

• •

(1) Classification 3 or 5 level AFSC-3 semester credits .

(2) Classification 7 level AFSC-4 semester credits.

Application for an Evaluation
The on-base/post Clover Park Adult High School program meets the needs
of military personnel seeking a regular civilian high school diploma. It is
essential that servicemen interested in acquiring a diploma contact their
respective proper guidance and a tentative evaluation.
Unofficial Evaluation: The following must be submitted to the military Education Center for evaluation. If these documents are not presently available.,
Education Service personnel will request them from appropriate agencies.

1. Transcripts of all previous residence high school work.
2. USAF! military test reports (if applicable) for all USAF! group study
classes, correspondence, self-study, or subject examination.
3. Copie~ of AF Form 7 or DD Form 295 to substantiate claims for service
school credit.

( 3) For those who have held classification 7 over one year-one adiditiona.l semester credit.

Army
a. Basic training-3 physical education credits. (Will accept in addition
1 prior P.E. credit in the 10th, 11th, or 12th grades).
b. M.O.S. Credit (Credit awarded once at highest level of entry-not
cumulative).
(1) For 6 months successful experience in any M.O.S. or for score
of 100 or above on M.O.S. Proficiency Test, as verified by unit
commander-3 semester credHs.
(2) For those currently eligible for proficiency pay in their M.O.S.4 semester credits.
(3) For those who have qualified for proficiency pay for one year or
longer--one additional semester credit.
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APPENDIX B
Schedule of ·

Classe~

for 1964-1965

Univcrsit11 eenters
OF

THE

UllVERSITY OF PUGET SQUID'
OFFERING RESIDENT CREDIT COURSES
and BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMS for:
MADIGAN GENERAL HOSPITAL
McCHORD Am FORCE BASE
FORT LEWIS
GENERAL

MILITARY PERSONNEL
MILITARY DEPENDENTS
DEFENSE DEPT. EMPWYEES
BOOTSTRAP' PARTICIPANTS

INFORMATION .

Where to Reiister; Military students register at their own
installation education center regardless of where class will be
conducted. Civilian students register at the installation where
the class will be conducted. Centers are located in Bldg. 132
at McChord AFB; Ward 24A at Madigan General Hospital; and
Bldgs. 2280, 3275-P, and 1-E-3 at Fort Lewis.
When to Register: Special registration periods will be announced.
Generally registration begins three weeks prior to class starting
dates. Early reg is tr a ti on is encouraged since classes will
be cancelled in event of insufficient enrollment.
Advisement Services; Advisement service concerning classes and
degree programs is available at education centers from civilian
advisers.
Withdrawal from Classes; A student may terminate his registration
by completing a withdrawal card available in the installation
education office. After the second week of classes, a st,udent who
withdraws from a course in which his standing is below C will
have a record of WF. Courses discontinued without official withdrawal will be graded UW on the student's record.
Use of Universitfu Library; To use the library requires an official
Libracy Caid w ich may be obtained at the main desk.
Textbooks; When required, textbooks will be obtained by Education Center personnel for sale to students. Books must be paid for
at time of sale and must be purchased by~ or money order.
t:ees: For military students principles of tuition assistance apply,
resulting in a fee of $4.00 per credit hour for those eligible for
government assistance. See an education adviser or pertinent
re8ulation, AR 621-5 or AFR 34-52, to determine eligibility.
Ellgibles must execute DA Form 2111, or AF Form 1227. Noneligible military students must pay $16. 00 per semester credit hour.
Dependents of active duty military personnel and employees
of the Army or Air Force must pay $16.00 per semester hour of
credit. Classes are not open to tlle general public except by
special arrangement with the University of Puget Sound. The regular tuiuon rate of $35. 00 per semester hour applies in such instances.
All remittances !!!.ill be made by check or money order
made payable to the University of Puget Sowtd.

University of Puget Sound Evening Classes at University Centers for 1964-65
AT UNIVERSITY CENTER, 1'.lcCHORD AFB
FIRST TERM - 21 Sept. - 14 Nov. 1964

z

Principles of Marketing--Bus. Adm. 110. (3)
Account!ng--Bus. Adm. 201. l (3)
Stat\otics--Bua. Adm. 301. l
(3)
General Chemistry--Chem. IOI. l (5)
·
, (Zl Sept.
22 Jan. 1965)
General Economics--Econ, 101. 1 (3)
hltroduction to Tea~ching--Educ. 201. 1 fZ}
English Composition--Eng. IOI. 2 (3)
English Compoaition--Eng. IOI. 3 (3)
.
Survey of American Literature--Eng. 22.l. 1 (3)
French Revolution&. Nep. Era--Hist. 3Z6.I (Z)
College Algebra and Trig.--Math. 111. Z (4)
(21 Sept. - 11 Dec.)
Mathematical Analyaia-·Math 121. l (4)
(21 Sept. - II Dec.)
History of Philosophy··Phil. 205. I (3)
American Nat'l Oovernment--PoL Sci. 101.1 (3)
SECOND TERM

18 Nov. - 28 Jan. 1965

Accounting--Bua. Adm, 202. l {3)
Principles of Saleamanship--Bus. Adm. 331.2 (3)
General Economica--Econ. 102. 1 (3)
Psych. Foundations of Educ.--Educ. 202. l (3)
English Composition--Eng. 101. 4 (3)
English Compositlon--Eng. 102. 2 (3)
Survey of American Literature--Eng.' l22. 1 (3)
Physical Geology--Geol. 101. 1 (4)
History of U.S. --Hist. 151. 2 (3)
Mathematical Analysis··Math. 121. 2 (4)
(14 Dec.
19 March 1965)
Mathematical Analysis--Math. 122. I (4)
(14 Dec.
19 March 1965)
History of Philosophy-· Phil. 206. l (3)
International Relations--Pol. Sd. 32L I (3)
Criminology and Delin.··Soc. 361.1 (3)
THIRD TERM

1 Feb.

27 March 1965

Accounting--Bus. Adm. 201. 3 (3)
Business Law--Bus. Adm. ZOS. 1 (3)
Pers~nnel Management--Bue. Adm. 316. Z (3)
Intermediate Accounting--Bue. Adm.361. l (3)
General Chemistry··Chem. IOZ. I (5)
(l Feb.
25 May)
General Economica--Econ. 101. 4 (3)
Teaching in Elem School-·Educ 345. I (2)
English Composition··Eng. 102. 3 (3)
Survey of Western Civil.--Hist. 101. Z (3}
History of U.S. ··Hist. 152. Z (3)
College Algebra &. Trig.--Math. 111. 3 (4)
(1 Feb. - 30 April)
Mathematical Analyeia··Math. 122. 2 (4)
(22 March 18 June l
Mathematical Analyois--Math. 2Zl. l (4)
(22 March
18 June)
Principles of Reasoning--Phil. 263 / 264.1 (I)
International Relations--Pol.Sc~. 3Z2. Z (3)
Theory Personality Devel.--Psych. 317. l {3)
Intro. to Sociology--Soc. 201. Z (3)
FOURTH TERM· I April

2 June 1965

Accounting--Bus. Adm. ZOZ. Z (3)
Business Law--Bus. Adm~ 206. 1 (3)
Intermediate Accotutting ... -Bus. Adm. 36Z~l (3)
General Econom.ics- .... Econ. 101. 5 (3)

Gener al Economic a- -Econ. 1 OZ. 3 (3)
Prin. and Pract. of Guida.nce--Educ. 437.1 (3)
English Composition--Eng.101.6 (3)
Survey of Western Civi1.--Hist. 102. 2 (l)
Economic Hioto.ry of Eu.rope·-Hiot. 329/330.l (4)
(5 April
18 Junel
Mathematical Analysis--M.ath. 121. 3 (41
(3 May - 23 July)
American Foreign Policy··Pol. Sci. 332. 1 (3)
General Psychology--P•ych. 201. 2 (3)
Abnormal Psychology--P•ych. 31 l. 2 (3)
FIFTH TERM - 21 June

13 August 1965

Money and BankingC-Buo. Adm. 232. 1 (3)
Gt;neral Economics- .. Econ~ 102.4 (3)
lntermediat~ Econ. Ana.lysia--Econ. 305. l (3)
English Composition--Eng. 102. 5 (31
Introduction to Philosophy--Phil. 204. 3 (3)
Current Nat'l &. Inter. Proba.·-Pol. Sci. 121/122.2 (4)
(14 June - 27 Auguat)
Introduction to Sociology--Soc. 20L 3 (3)

AT UNIVERSITY CENTER. FORT IBWIS

AT UNIVERSITY CEN1'ER,, MADIGAN GEN. HOSP.

FIRST TERM - 21 Sept. - 14 Nov.• 1964
Economic Geography~~ Adm 103. 1 (3)
Personnel Management-"'8us. Adm. 316. 1 (3)
English Compositio~·-Eng.· 101. 1 (3)
Survey of World Civil. •-Hist. 101. 1 (3)
History of the u. s. -.-HJ.sr. 151. 1 (3)
Recent History of Europe--Hist. 412. 1 (3)
College Algebra & 't'ri!-"'.-N.atb. 111.1.(4)
(20 Sept. - 3 Dec. -1964)
Introduction to Pbilosophy~Pbil. 204. 1 (3)
General Psychology-·PsyCb.. 201.1 (3)
International Relatiom-.-Pol. Sci. 322. 1 (3)

FIRST TERM - 21 Sept. - 14 Nov.• 1964
Principlea of .Marketing--Bus. A,dm. no. 1 (3)
Introduction to Phllosophy--Pbil. 204. 2 (3)
Current Nat'l & Inter. PrObs.-..Pol. Sci. 121.1 (2)
Psych. Fenonal Adj. ··Psycll. 204.1 (3)
Pllbllc Spealdng•-Speecli 101. 1 (3)

SECOND TERM • 16 Nw. - 23 Jan. , 1965
Accounting·-Bus.. Adm. 2()1. 2 {3)
Investment Analysis•":·Bus. Adm. 312.1 (2)
(16 NoY. - 12 Jan. }
General Economics--Econ. 101. 2 (3)
Risk and Insurance--!con,. 319.1 (2)
(16 Nov. - 12 Jan. )
English Compositi.on•-Eng. 102. 1 (3)
Sw:~y of World CivD.--BUt. 102. 1 (3)
J:llstory of the U. s. ·-Hist. 152. 1 (3)
Rise of American Deni. ••HlSt. 352. 1 (3)
General Physics--Phr.· 20l.. 1 (5)
.
(16 Nov. - 26 Fe~~) ·
Introduction to Sociolegy-~ 201.1 (3)
THIRD TERM - 1 Fel:\, - 27 Mar.• 1965
Prin. of Management--BQJ.. Adm. 300.1 (3)
General Economics ·-Econ. 102. 2 (3)
English Compositi.on--Eng..101. 5 (3)
Physical Geology--Geol. 101. 2 (4)
(1 Feb. - 23 April)
History of Far East·-Hfst. 3'11/3'12.1 (4)
(1 Feb. - 23 April}
Philosophy lnterpretati.on·-Ph.U. 101.1 (3)
Intro. to Political Sci. --Pol. Sci. 100. 1 (3)
American Foreign Policy•-Pol. Sci. 332. 1 (3)
Social Problems --Soc. _202. 1 (3)
FOURTH TERM ... 5 April -29 May.1965
Statistics--BWI. Adm. 301. !2 (3)
English Composition -"'Eng. 102. 4 (3)
American Literature--Eng. 221. 2 (3)
J:llstory of Russia --Hist. 305/366. 2 (4)
College Algebra & Trig. -•Math. 111.4 (4)
(5 .April - 25 June} ·
Amer. Nat'! Government•-Pol. Sci. 101. 2 (3)
Social Psychology--Psych. asl., l (3)

SECOND TERM • 18

Nov. • 28 Jan. • 1965

Prin. of 5alesmambip·-Bm. Adm. 331.1 (3)

An Army student may qualify for Degree Completion if he has a
total of about ·90 semester houn' credit and is able to complete
all degree requirements within 12 months'leave of absence. Applicants within 6 months of a degree receive priority.
An Air Force student may qualify for Operation Bootstrap if he
has a total of about 100 semester houn' credit and is able to complete all degree requirements within 6 months' leave of absence.
A 12·month leave of absence is possible in engineering, science
and other specialized areas.

History of Russia --Hilt,, 365. 1 (2)
Princij>les of teasonlng--Pbll. 263. 1 (2)
Comparative Government··Pol., Sci. 291.1 (3)
Abnormal Psychology-·Psych. 311. 1 (3)

THIRD TERM - 1 Feb. - 27 March 1965
Real Estate Prin. ·-Bus. Adm. 3""" 1 (3)
Public Finance ·-Bus. Adm. 36a, 1 (3)
General Economics--Econ. 101. 3 (3) ·
Psych. of Personallty·"PI~ 316.1 (3)
ADtluopology--Soc. 111. 1 (3)
FOURTH TERM - 5 April - 29 May, 1965
FersoDJM:ll Maoagement·-Bus. Adm. 316. 3 (3)
England&. Brit. Empfre••Hist. 311. 1 (3)
Pol. Parties & Pub. Opin.·-Pol.Sc.I. 313.1 (2)
Theory Personality Devel. ··Psych. 31'1. 2 (3)
Social Problems-~c. 202. 2 {3)
FIFTII TERM - 21 June - 13 August 1965
Investment Analysts-·Bus. Adm. 312. 2 (2)
History of the u. S. ··Hist. 151. 2 (3)
International .Relations--Pol. Sci. 321. 2 (3)
History & Sysrem Psychology--Psych. 342.1 (3)
Criminology & DelliJ,. ·-Soc. 361.. 2 (3)

A detailed class schedule

EVALUATION OF CREDITS
To receive an evaluation of credits and a degree plan from the
University the following documents must be submitted:

1.

Application for an evaluation and a $5 fee.

2. A separate official transcript from each civilian
college or university attended. Generally the student
must request that die registrar of each institution mail
a copy to the Director of Admisaions, University of
Puget Sound. The evaluation wUl be official if the
transcripts are sent from schools, unofficial if transcripts
are sent or brought in by students.
3. A copy of the service record and/or DD Form 295
in duplicate.
4. Evaluation of ser'vice school training form· nmilar
to form on Page XV of American Cowicil on Education
"Guide. " A separate form is to be used with each service
school evaluation requested.
5. USAPI records must be sent direct from Madison, Wis..
to the Univemty of Puget Sound. Recori:ls sent by the
student or Education Office are not acceptable.
A tentative evaluation may be made by military educational
advisers, if all transcripts are available. The adviser will determine service school credits. There is no need to ask for an official evaluation unless the student has a reasonable amowit of
credit.

wi.11 be distributed by the
University Centers prior

FIFTH TERM - 21 June - 13 August,, 1965
Office Organ. & Mgt. --Bus. Adm. 401. 1 (3)
Ecbn. History of the u. s. ·-Econ. 221.1 (3)
English Composition·"'Eng. 101. 5 (3)
American Literature•-Eng. 222. 2 (3)
Hist. of u. s. in 20th Cent. ·-Hist. 452. 1 (3)
Social Ethics-·Phil. 3'12. 1 (3)
General ~ysicr-Phy. 202. l (5)
(21 June - 1'1 Sept.)
J:llst. Pol. Thought-·Pol. Sci. 413.l (3)
General Psychology--Psych. 201. 3 (3)

TEMPORARY DUTY FOR DEGREE COMPLETION

to each term.
Semester hour credit for
each Course is shown in
parentheses.

For further information please contact your educational adviser
or write to:
Dr. Raymond L. Powell. Adm. Ass 't to
Dr. Norman F. Thomas
Director of University Centers Program
University of Puget Sound
North 15tb and Warner Streets
Tacoma 6, Washington
Telephone SKyline 9 - 3521

SUMMARY OF

D~GREE

PROGRAMS

USED~

UNIVERSITY CENTER CLASS CREDIT MAY BE
ANY DEGREE PROGRAM OFFERED BY THE UNIVERSITY.
CLASS OFFERINGS ARE PARTICULARLY ADAPTED, 'TWEVER, TO THE DEGREE PROGRAMS OUTLINED BELOW:

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL DEGREES

II.

125 semester hours of credit are required for a degree.
40 semester hours of credit must be in upper division
(junior and senior year) courses.
30 semester hours of credit must be earned in residence.
University Center class credit is residence credit.
Students must maintain a minimum grade point average of 2. O(C).
Students must complete the work of a major, and, if required, the
work of a minor.

Political Science:

24 semester hours.
(Pol. Sci. 121, 122 not acceptable)
History: 101 and 102 or 151 and 152.
Economics: 101 or 221.
Psychology: 201 and one of 342, 311, 315, or 317.
Sociology: one of 201, 202. 321, or 476.
Other:
3 additional semester hours for courses listed in
either Economics or Sociology.
A minor is not required.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL DEGREES.
English Composition - 6 semester hours.
Humanities - 9 semester hours including Philosophy 10 l.
Physical Education - 5 semester hours (satisfied by one year of
military duty).
Biological Science and Physical Science - a one -year laboratory
course in each. (May be partially satisfied by high school
science credit. )
ALLOWANCES

l.
Credit will be ~anted as recommended by the American
Council on Education for college -level US AF I correspondence
courses, end -of-course tests, ana subject examinations. Corre spondence courses taken with accredited civilian colleges(as well
as US AF I correspondence courses) are subject to a limitation of
15 hours. Subjects undertaken with USAF! or with other colleges
must be appropriate to the major or minor or be suitable electives.
2. . Credit for completion of service schools will be granted as
recommended by the American council on Education.

3.
Physical Education requirements (5 semester hours) are sat·
isfied by one year of active military duty. Twelve semester hours
are awarded for completion of OCS or Pilot Training.
4.
Completion of an.Y. Army Language School Courses may be
used to satisfy a minor if such course is recommended by the
American Council on Education for 15 or more semester hours.
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREES with MAJORS IN SOCIAL
SCIENCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
These majors meet the needs of great numbers of military personnel
They provide educational background to enable the student to perform more capably in varied asllignments. They are suitable for
those who upon separation or retirement from the service expect to
perform non-professional social work, to enter the civil service, or
for those whose ultimate aim is professional work in law, education
or one of the social sciences.

I. SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR WITH EMPHASIS IN HISTORY
24 semester hours.
History:
·Economics:
101 or 221.
Political Science:
101 and one of 314. 321, 322, or 352.
Psychology:
201 and one of 342, 311, 315, or 317.
Sociology:
One of 201, 202, 321, or 476.
Other:
3 additional semester hours for courses listed in
either Economics or Sociology.
A minor is not required.

SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR WITH EMPHASIS IN POLITICAL
SCIENCE

III.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Courses in business administration are designed to
acquaint students with the principles of organizadon and
management fundamental in the administration of any
enterprise.
Economics 101 and 102 are prerequisites to all courses
in business administration other than Business Administration
103, 110, except by permission.
All courses required in this degree program are offered
at the University Centers.
Major Requirements:
Economic Geography 103
Principles of Marketing 110 Q!:'
Mathematics of Finance 116
Accounting 201, 202
Business Law 205, 206
Money and Banking 232
Statistics 301
Nine additional upper-level hours
(Courses 300, 361, and
are advised)

an

Economics Courses
General Economics 101, 102
Public Finance 363
Intermediate Econ. Theory 305 or 306 or
History of Economic Doctrine 409 or 4IT>
A year of foreign language or alternative work in
English or Speech is advised.
Minor Requirement:
A minor in a second field of specialization of not
less than 15 semester hours shall be taken.
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APPENDIX C

University of Puget Sound Bulletin

COMMUNITY SERVICE NUMBER
Late Afternoon a.n d Evenin,g
Fall and

Spring,

Classes

1964-as

Vol.. LVI. No. 4. July, 1964. Second Class postage paid at Tacoma, Washington. (Special Issue)

REGISTRATION
Fall Registration:

Spring Registration:

INFORMATION

8:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m. on September 17, 21, 22, 23. Registration for
evening classes after September 23 will be subject to a late registration fee
. of $10. l>O. Classes will be held on the indicated days, beginning September
17. The Book Store will be open Monday througb Thursday, September
21-24, until 9:00 p. m. for purchase of texts and supplies.
8:00 a, m. to 9:00 p. m. on February 1, 2, 3, 4. Registration for evening
classes after Fe ~ruary 4 will be subject to a late registration fee of $10.00.
Classeswill beheldonthe indicated days, beginningFebruaryl. The Book
Store will be open Mondaythrough ThurSday, February 1-4, until 9:00 p. m.
for purchase of texts and supplies.

Courses numbered 300 and above are advanced or specialized courses open only to juniors,
seniors or graduates. As a general rule, also, a student is not eligible for an upper-level course in
a depanment in which he has not had basic courses.
Courses numbered 500 and above are accepted toward an advanced degree. Courses numbered 300-499 require extra work for graduate credit and are counted only if, at the time of enrollment, there is (1) application by the student on a fonn obtained from the Registr;u's Office,
(2) recommendation by the School or Department concerned, and (3) approval by the Dean of the
Graduate School Graduate courses are not open to jwrlors; they are open to seniors only on recommendation by the School or Depanment concerned and approval by the Dean of the Graduate
School
Fees and Credit: Fees will be at the rate of $35. 00 per semester hour of credit. Credit
toward a college degree is allowed only when the person enrolled has met the general conditions
for college entrance and has established collegiate standing; but admission to classes may be allowed
to other mature persons. No difference in fee is made for credit and non-credit students.
Veterans who enroll under government benefits must submit proper certificates of entitle ment when they register. Those who do not have such papers at the time of registration or who are
attending under the provisions of the Veterans Rehabilitation Act of 1952, will be expected to assure
personal responsibility for tuition and supplies not paid for by the Veterans Administration.
The University reserves the right to cancel courses for which there is a registration of less
than ten students.
Names of buildings are abbreviated as follows: H, Howarth Hall; J, Jones Hall; K, Kittredge
Hall; M, Music Building; C, west wing of South Hall; and D, detached unit at rear of South Halt
A course -number not preceded by a comma and followed by a period indicates a one -semester
course.

Semester
Spring
Fall

Semester
Fall
Spring

Crse.
No.
Sec.

Cne.
No.
Sec.

Description of
Course (Crediu)

Hour and Day

Imtructor

Crse,
No.
Sec.

Room

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
110. c
201. c
205, f

110. b
• 202. c
• 206. f

--Marketing(3)7:00-8:15 p.m. MW
--Accounting (3, 3) 8:20-10:00 p.m. MW
.;.-Business Law (3, 3) 7:00-8:15 p. m. M W

Headland
R'.)lley
Murtland

1213. ,·. '
J302 ....
Jl13
,_· ?1,

ECONOMICS
1-01, c

• 102. c

--General Economics (3, 3) 7:00-8:15 p. m. Tu Th

Day

1115

Miss Lee
Mrs. Hall

11
Hll5

Dolan
Daniel
Mrs. Griesel
Dolan
Gross
Dolan·

J3
11
11
J3

Miss Lee

Jl

Mrs. Griesel
Mrs. Griesel

11
11 '.
J4
113
Jlll

EDUCATION

350.

360.

359.H
359.M
359. s

434.(G)

437.(G)
438.{G)
441. G)
448. G)
453.(G)
457.(G)
460.(G)
515.
516.
537.
539.
541.
543.
563.

539.

564.

573.
582.
586.
590.
591.
593.
59'1.

590.
592.
598.

--Teaching of Arithmetic (2) 4:00-5:40 M
--Methods of Teaching Home Economics(2)4:00-5:40 Tu
--Methods of Teachil'lg Mathematics and Science (2)
4: 00 -5:40 Tb
-·Methods of Teac~ Social Studies (2).4:00-5:40 Th
--The Education of Exceptional Children (2) 4:00-5:40 Th
--Principles and Practices of Guidance (2) 4:00-5:40 W.
--lotroduction to Counseling Techniques (2) 9:00-11:00 Sat.
--Educational Tests and Pupil Enluation (2) 4:00-5:40 W
--Improvement of Teaching the Language Arts (2)
4:00-5:40 w
--Science Education in the Elementary School (2)
4:00-5:40 Tu
--Early Childhood Education (2) 4:00 ·5:40 Tu
--Audio-Visual Aids in Education (3) 4:00 -5:15 Tu Th
--History of Education (2) 4:00 ·5:40 W
--Philosophy of Education (3) 4:00·5:15 Tu Th
--Guidance: Organization and Administration (2)
9:00•11:00 Sat.
·-Guidance: Supervised Practice (1) To be arranged
-·Statistical Methods (3) 4:00-6: 15 Tu Th
-·Tb·etChanilnR Elementary Curriculum (2) 7:00-8:40 p. m. w
--Uti atioii of TV in the Classroom (2) 4: 00 -5:40 M
A r the first meeting, the class will meet in the Clover
Park TV Studio.
--Advanced Course in Use of Educational Television (2)
4:00-5:40 M
After the first meeting. the class will meet in the Clover
Park TV Studio.
.
·
--The Education of Teachers (2) 7:00-8:40 p. m. Th
--Public School Finance (3) 9:00-11:30 Sat.
--School and Community Relations (2) 9:00-11:00 Sat.
-·Laboratory Experience for Principals (1) To be arranged
-·Reading and Conference (2, 2) To be arranged
··Introduction to Educational Reiearch (2) 4:l>0·5:40 W
·-Master's Thesis (2-6) To be arranged

Dolan
Powell
Regester
Grosa
Grosa
Go man

13'
J3

J3

J2G

Brevik

J111·
11
J4

Brevik

J4

Gibbs
Lamka
Lamka
Lamka
Powell
Powell
Powell

Jl
11-

Miss Lee

u

J2A

J2F

113
J2F

·1·

I
.1

·J

Crse.
No.
Sec.

Description of
Course (Credits)

Hour and Day

ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
--English Composition (3, 3) 4:00-5:15 MW
--English Composition (3, 3) 7:00-8:15 p. m. MW
--World Literature (3, 3) 8:25-9:40 p. m. M W
--Shakespeare (3) 7:00-8:15 p. m. Tu Th
--Seminar in American Literature (2) 4:00 -5:40 Tu
594,
--Seminar in English Literature (2) 4:00-5:40 Tu
FRENCH
101, d , 102. d
--Elementary French (4, 4) 4:00-5:50 M W
387,
• 388,
--French Civilization (2, 2) 4:00-5:50 Th
GEOLOGY
, 102.
101,
--Historical, Physical(4,4) 7:00-9:30 p.m. Tu Th
Lowther,
351.
--Rocks and Minerals (3) 7:00-9:00 p. m, MW
Prerequisite, one year of college geology or instructor's
permission.
352,
--Life of the Past (3) 7:00-9:00 p. m. MW
Prere~~site, one year of college geology or instructor's
perm1ss1on.
GERMAN
101, c • 102. c . --Elementary German (4,4) 6:30-8:10 p. m, Tu Th
201, c • 202. c
--Intermediate German (3, 3) 6:30 -'7:45 p. m, Tu Th
HISTORY
501.
--Historiography (2) 4:00 W
HOME ECONOMICS
325.
--Draping and Pattern Design (2) 6:30-9:30 p. m. Tu
330.
·-Costume and Culture (3) 1::00-5:30 M W
352.
--Interior Design (3) 6:30 -9:30 p. m. W
--Home Plannlilg and Design (3) 6:30 -9:30 p. m. W
409.
JAPANESE
101,
• 102.
-·Beginning Japanese (3, 3) 4:00-5:15 Tu Th
MATHEMATICS
111. d
--College Algebra and Trigonometry (4) 6:35-8:15 p. m.
Tu Th
121,c
--Mathematical Analysis (4) 6:35-8:15 p. m. Tu Th
121, c • 122. b
·-Mathematical Analysis (4,4) 8:20-10:00 p. m. Tu Th
131.
--Engineering Drawing (3) 7:00-9:30 p. m. Tu Th
132.
--Descriptive Geometry (3) 7:00-9:30 p. m, MW
231,
--Engineering Mechanics (3, 3} 7 :00·8:15 p. m. M W
• 232.
--Elemenu oI Statistics (3) 4:00"'5:30 Tu Th
371.
MUSIC
353,
, 354,
·-Opera Workshop (1, 1) 4:00 M W
Bl69, 170. B269, 270. B369, 370. 8469~ 470. --Band (1, 1) 4:00 M Th
0169, 170, 0269, 270. 0369, 370. 0469, 470, -- Orchestra (1. 1) 7:15-9:30 p. m,
Th
Cl69, 170. C269, 270. C369, 370. C469, 470, -~oral Society (1, 1)
·
7:30-9:20 p. m. Tu
··Fundamental Music Experiences (2) 3:15·4:05 M Th
177. b
177. b
377, a
377, a
·-Elementary School Music and Vocal Methods (2)
4: 15-5:05 Tu Th
·-Elementary School Music and Vocal Methods (2)
, 378.
,
3: 15-4:55 W
101, s
101, t
131, b
451, b
593,

• 102. s
• 102. t
• 132. b

Instructor

Room·

Staff
Staff
Mrs, Simonson
Staff
Simonson
Hager

J210
J210
J209
J210
J402
J402

Mme, Brown
Miss Martin

J208
J208

Anderson
Anderson

H307
H307

Lowther

H307

Bachimont
Tomlinson

J208
J209

Lowrie

Jll5

Mrs, Hall
Mrs. Lavinder
Mrs. Lavinder
Mrs. Lavinder

Hll5
Hll5
Hll5
Hll5

Niwa

J210

Lantz
Lantz
Lantz
Orr
Orr
Brown
Goman

1113
Jll3
Jll3
C35
C35
117
J214

Fisher
Wheeler

M215
MlO

Seferian

MIO

Fisher
Mrs. Patterson

MlO
M214

Mrs. Patterson

M214

Mrs. Patterson

M214

516.
322.
201. d
311.
541.
542.
101, a
101, b
201,
301,

, 102. a
, 102. b
• 202.
• 302.
356.

377.

101. f
251.
377.
436.

PHILOSOPHY
--Philosophy of Education (See Education 516)
PHYSICS
--Electronics (3) 4:00-5:20 Tu Th
PSYCHOLOGY
--General PsicholofJ: (3) 7:00-8:15 p. m. Tu .Th
--Abnormal sycho ogy (3) 7:00-8: 15 p. m. M W
--Theorl of Psychological Testin~(3)7:00-8:15 p. m. Tu Th
--Intell gence Testing (3)7:00-8: 5 p. m. Tu Th
RUSSIAN
--Beginning Russian (4, 4) 3:00-3:50 M Tu W Th
--Beginning Russian (4, 4) 6:30-8:10 p. m. M W
--Intenned1ate Russian (3, 3) 6:30-7:45 p. m. Tu Th
--Survey of Russian Literature (3, 3) 4:00-5: 15 Tu Th
SOCIOLOGY
--Introduction to Social Work (2) 4:00-5:40 W
SPEECH AND ORAMA
--Fundamentals of Public Speaking (3) 7:00-9:50 p. m. Tu
--Introduction to Broadcastin~ (3) 7:00-9:50 p. m. Th
--Speech Correction for the lassroom Teacher (3)
4:00·5:15 Tu Th
--Hearing and Deafness (2) 4:00-5:40 M
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Nelson

H14

Burk
Staff
Hartley
Maroney

119
J19
J13
J13

Mme.
Mme.
Mme.
Mme.

1206
J206
1206
J206

Lavaska
Lilvaska
Lavaska
Lava.ska

Rosen

Jl15

Kin~sley

Sta

J214
J403

Baisinger
Baisinger

J403
J403

Second Class Postage
Paid at
Tacoma, Washington
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12

13
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DATE
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1 NOV 60
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Continued on Reverse Side.

COURSES TAKEN
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DATES
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EARNED
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i
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I
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18.
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··--·
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I'>.

a. FIRST CHOICE:
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20.
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--
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-
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·--

-
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Education Advisers and Counselors at Army Education Centers will be
responsible for initiating and maintaining this form.
2. At time of transfer· of individual, this form will be placed in individual's
Military Personnel Records Jacket (DA Form 201).

4. Entries will be in ink, except in items marked (*) which will be made in
pencil.
5. When space in any item is filled, continuation with appropriate reference
may be entered in Item 21:

3. Upon receipt of individual's records at new station, this form will be delivered to the appropriate Army Education Center.

6. See AR 621-5 for further instructions pertaining to this form.
ti U. S. GOVERN~ENT PRINTIN\; OFFICE: t9f:l 0

57687'1

GPO 996706
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APPENDIX F
STUDENTS' EVALUATION OF THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AT FORT LEWI~, WASHINGTON
The Army's General Educational Development Program has
helped me in the following ways:
BENEFIT

OVERALL

Above
Unde- No
Below
cided Value Average Average !Avera£e
loArmy job performanc €
and better understanding of
military training
2. Leadership
qualities
3.Understanding current affairs and
such problems on
Communism
4.Getting along
. with people
5.Social ·responsibility
6.Cultural
appreciation
7.Study habits
8.Preparation for
civilian life
Percentage of overa 11 evaluation of
benefits anticipated

I

89
APPENDIX G
COMMANDERS' AND STAFF EVALUATION OF THE GENERAL
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AT
FORT LEWIS
The purpose of this interview is to determine what effect
the GED Program at Fort Lewis has had upon personnel
effectivenesso
I. Do you currently have personnel participating in the GED
Program at Fort Lewis? Encircle your choice:
Yes
ao

No

Designate in the squares on the left below the
areas in which you have personnel presently
participating:

MOS related instruction§
Preparatory instruction
Correspondence course
Clover Park High School
ho

Civilian college
§
GED and EOC Testing
Foreign language
Advisement

Assign a numerical rating in the blocks on the right
to the programs in relation to their value in meeting
needs in your area of responsibility. Use (1) most
useful, (2) next useful and (3) least usefulo

IIoHave you executed any personnel actions such as promotions
or reassignments.that have been influenced by the Fort
Lewis GED Program? Encircle your choice:
Yes

No

(If nyes, 11 briefly describe one of the personnel actions of
ma._.or significance. An example is paragraph 5 of Regulation
No. 624-2 HFL requiring EM in grades EB and E7 to have a
·high school education and a GT score of 100.
III. Have you made any necessary unfavorable actions where
the cause is traceable to the GED Program?
IV.

Evaluate the Fort LE'WiS GED Program's support to you:
1

None
Vo

2

Below
Average

3

Average

4
Above
Average

t

J

Briefly state your recommendations for any changes in
the program below, or on the reverse side of this formo

AP~ENDIX

H
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PARTICIPATING EDUCATORS' EVALUATION
OF THE GED PROGRAM AT FORT LEWIS
The purpose of this interview is to determine the effectiveness of the GED Program at Fort Lewis, based on your opinions.
I.

Based upon factual information you possess, or your
opinion, how well does the GED Program fulfill the
following needs?
Above
Below
Insufficient
Average Average Average Observation

[None
l.,Participant 1 s
job performance
2oimproved citizenship of students
3.Variety of
course offerings

I
I

4.Meets students'
goals

!
I

!

S.Ease of
administration

I

I

!

If your rating is 11 None" in any of the five above, briefly
indicate the changes you would suggest:

IIo In the blocks provided, indicate one through five the
order of the values and benefits the students have
derived from their participation:
1.

I

!Army job performance and better understanding of
military training?
2. t---l Understanding current affairs and such problems as
Communism?
3.
Social responsibility?
4.
Cultural appreciation?
So ._____.Preparation for civilian life?
III Were it within your power to effect any major changes in
the GED Program at and for Fort Lewis, what would you
alter in the program?
0
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APPENDIX I
STAFF EVAL.,JATION OF THE GED
PROGRAM AT FORT LEWIS

The purpose of this interview is to determine what effect
the GED Program at Fort Lewis has upon members of the post
·from your position.
I. In your opinion how well does the GED Program fulfill the
following needs:
Below
Above
Average Average Average
None
lo Participant's
1
job performance
2. Improved citizen2
ship of students
3., Variety of
3
course offerings
4. Meets student's
4
goals
So Ease of admini5
stration
If your rating is 11 None" in any of the five above, briefly
indicate the changes you would suggest:

1.
2.
3.

4o
5.

IIo Numberically rate the programs in the order of their
usefulness to Fort Lewis, one through eight with number
one as the most useful:

I

MOS related instruction
~reparatory instruction
~Correspondence instruction
L.__JClover Park High school

Civilian College
GED and EOC Testing
Foreign languages
Advisement

III.Were it within your· power to effect any major changes
in the GED program at Fort Lewis, what would you alter?
(Comments concerning goals, course offerings, staff,
methodology, facilities, texts, tests and similar considerations are suggested. Use attached sheet if it is required.,)

